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Controversy persists over university's live-in benefits
By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor

A Grandville lawmaker says Attorney Gen.
Mike Cox should rule against Grand Valley State
University’s recently adopted
live-in benefits package.
The GVSU Board of Trustees
approved in July a three-year
pilot program that provides to
unmarried couples the health
benefits already available to
university employees. Rep. Dave
Agema, R-Grandville, says this
violates current Michigan law,
which bans benefits for same-

sex partners.
“in my opinion, by providing same-sex benefits,
it is going against the will of the people and the
opinion of the Supreme Court,” Agema said. “It is
illegal. Plus, it’s increasing the cost of education
because of the health benefits, and health benefits
are a great cost for any organization.”
Rep. Arlan Meekof. R-West Olive, submitted
a request in July to get Cox’s opinion on the
policy. Agema believes Cox should rule against
the benefits.
Attorney General spokesman Matt Frendewey
said the policy is still under review but declined
to give a time frame for a decision.
“Every member of the Legislature is entitled to
ask the Attorney General for his opinion if they

believe a particular action or activity is illegal,”
said Matt McLogan, GVSU vice president of
University Relations. “It is their right, and we are
respectful of that legal process.”
Last year, Agema proposed cutting funding to
public universities that provided benefits to samesex couples by the amount spent on the program.
This year, the legislator is pushing to cut
funding by 5 percent to universities that offer
live-in benefits.
“It’s against the law,” he said. “So I will continue
See Legislator, A2

See more: Go to the editorial
GVL / Pete Tabberer
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Tech: Johnathan Tremblay, president of GVSU's
broadcasting club, uses one of the workstations in
the GVBN studio located in 0004 Kirkhof Center
This workstation may be replaced thanks to an

GV, MSU reach early enrollment deal
Grand Valley assured
unprecedented five
spots in new MSU med
school in Grand Rapids
By Danielle Arndt
GVL Managing Editor

Michigan State and Grand Valley
State universities sealed a deal Friday
that will set aside five slots annually
for GVSU students in MSU’s new
Secchia Center College of Human
Medicine.
Called the Early Assurance
Program, it will favor students
who come from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Preference will be

By Jenny Whalen
GVL Assistant News Editor

Coming 2010: A rendering shows the new Secchia Center atop its location on Medical Hill.

See Deal, A2

Construction of MSU's College of Human Medicine is on schedule The Secchia Center, in the heart of downtown, embodies the school's value and focus on community,

said CHM Dean Marsha Rappley. The CHM plans to emphasize and prepare students for aiding under-served communities throughout Michigan as a need for in-state health care grows

Nursing Director inducted into American Academy of Nursing
By Lauren Fitch
GVL

Staff Writer

Linda Scott never made it her goal to be
inducted into the American Academy of Nursing.
Instead, her goal has simply been to contribute
to the health and wellness of society through
nursing. Yet, on Nov. 8 in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
Scott will become the first
Grand Valley State University
professor to be inducted into the
academy.
“It’s one of those things you
don’t think will actually happen
to you,” Scott said, director of
the Kirkhof College of Nursing
at GVSU.
Of the more than 2.4 million Scttl
nurses in the U.S., only 15.000
are inducted intothe AAN, which
accepts only 75 to 95 new fellows annually.
The mission of the AAN is to serve the public
and the nursing profession by advancing health
policy and practice through nursing knowledge.

Scott’s advice to nursing students at GVSU is
AAN fellows go above and beyond the
requirements of their profession, said Ann Rogers, to remember the health of the patients relies on
an AAN fellow since 2001 and Scott’s research the health of the nurses themselves.
“They need to learn to manage
partner in multiple studies.
work hours and fatigue,” Scott
“Linda is fantastic to work
“This level of
said.
with.” Rogers said. “She is a clear,
recognition will give
In her research. Scott hopes to
analytical thinker who is aware of
influence policy and legislation to
the demands of the work world —
us more national
improve the practice environment
and a wonderful friend.”
visibility and bring
for nurses and, in turn, the level
Much of Scott’s research
of patient safety.
focuses on the work environment
more meaning to our
Scott is also a role model for
of nurses.
the faculty in terms of research
diploma.”
In 2001, Scott and Rogers,
agendas in addition to teaching,
a professor at the University of
said Gayle Davis, university
Pennsylvania, started working
GAYLE DAVIS
provost and vice president of
together to research the effects
UNIVERSITY PROVOST
Academic Affairs.
of nurse fatigue on patient care.
“GVSU is (a) too well kept
Their study was published in
secret,” Davis said. “This level
2004 and has received national
of recognition will give us more
attention.
Rogers and Scott developed another study in national visibility and bring more meaning to our
2007 that explored the increased risk of drowsy diploma.”
driving for nurses who work late or extended
Ifitch @ Ian thorn .com
shifts.
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Student broadcasting
gets funding boost

given to applicants
who
are
firstgeneration college
students,
have
graduated from a
low-income high
school, are eligible
for Pell grants or
have expressed an
interest in a high- RiRPtoy
needs,
specialty
area of medicine.
“These students don’t always have
the opportunities that others do, and
we wanted to have a program to help
them,” said Jean Nagelkerk, vice
president for health at GVSU.
“It is our hope, through this

Courtesy / Geri Kelley

Expanding skyline:

allotment of funds given by Student Senate.

Photo Page.......................................................... A8

More television programming
from the student-run Grand Valley
Broadcasting Network could be on
the way soon.
The group was allocated by a
unanimous vote of the Student Senate
almost $15,000 from the Student Life
reserve account to help purchase
additional cameras and production
equipment. GVBN, the first and only
student-run television station at Grand
Valley State University, currently has
five shows in production and two
more in the early stages of planning.
“(New equipment) will allow us
to better utilize our current studio
space,” said John Tremblay, president
of GVBN. “It will allow us to expand
our programming. We’re working
on eventually developing more talk
shows and more university-driven
shows.”
Mike Krombeen, vice president of
finance for Student Senate, estimates
more than $120,000 has been
allocated from the reserve account
so far this fiscal year. Exact records
were not available as of print time.
Aired on Channel 10, GVBN
programs are available only to
viewers on the Allendale and Pew
campuses. Tremblay hopes to see that
change in the future.
“The ultimate goal for GVBN is,
ideally, to get a broader circuit, as
far as getting off-campus (viewers),”
Tremblay said. “We have looked at
the Internet and we’re trying a Web
site with ways to upload video and
stream out. We’re looking for ways
that will be more cost effective for
getting the channel out.”
However, expansion of network
circulation is years away. Until then,
most of the newly allocated funds
will be used to purchase two Canon
XL2 MiniDV cameras and an Apple
Editing Workstation.
GVBN currently has five cameras
— one for each show — and two
more will allow the number and type
of programs to increase. Additional
cameras will help GVBN produce
multiple camera shows, such as talk
shows and film events outside the
studio.
“The broadcast quality
will
be better, these (cameras) are not
something you’re going to see mom
and dad filming at work with.” said
Nick Monacelli, GVBN adviser. “By
far (the new equipment) will enhance
the experience of students. This
equipment is better than the school
equipment we have already.”
The focus of GVBN is to provide
students with real-life learning
opportunities in broadcasting and
film, to better prepare them for
careers in such fields after graduation,
Tremblay said.
“Right now we are an organization
that is primarily focused on student
creation and expression,” Tremblay
said. “We are here to allow students
to have an outside resource from
school and not be confined to class.”
Krombeen
fully
supported
GVBN’s request for funding and
said he believes expansion of GVBN
programming will mean increased
student
communication
across
GVSU’s campuses.
“In the pasttwodecades.GVBN has
See Broadcasting, A2
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program, to gain a stronger
student body, to work, to meet
the needs of under-served
communities,” added Marsha
Rappley, dean of MSU’s
CHM.
GVSU is the first school
— and only, as of now — to
receive early-admission slots.
The program will provide
university students additional
opportunities
to stay
in
Michigan and will help close
the nursing-shortage gap in
rural areas statewide, said
GVSU President Thomas J.
Haas.
“I am thrilled with this,”
Haas said. “This helps to
ensure (GVSU) students have
the best quality education
possible.”
MSU
currently
admits
I00 to 150 students annually
into its medical school, but
this is the first academic year
MSU could boast more than
150 students in the program.
Rappley hopes to increase that
number to 200 by the opening
of the new Secchia Center in
2010.
GVSU has 11 graduates
enrolled in MSU’s medical

school this fall, and II others
in additional in-state programs,
including
Wayne
State
University and the University
of Michigan.
The number of GVSU
students who apply to medical
schools is growing every year,
said Fred Antczak. dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. To accommodate
that growth, the university is
pursuing the possible hiring ot
an additional pre-med adviser.
"A search is underway,”
Antczak said. “We have not
yet got permission to make an
offer, but we are in the latter
stages.”
The EAP does have some
unique requirements.
To be considered
lor
early
admission,
students
must complete a program ot
enriching clinical, service
and
research
experiences,
Nagelkerk said.
“Students will join the premed club, attend meetings
annually,
participate
in
scholarly research and clinical
studies,as well as work directly
with the Grand Rapids Medical
Education and Research Center
— which works to coordinate
area residencies and pre-med
advising,” she added.

Broadcasting

Legislator
continued from page A1

to
fight for that
issue
concerning all the colleges,
not just Grand Valley.”
But university officials still
say their benefits are not the
same as same-sex benefits.
“The Board of Trustees
believes and is confident the
policy adopted at Grand Valley
is legal,” McLogan said.
“We all know the marriage
amendment outlaws samesex, domestic-partner benefits.
Our program is not same-sex,
domestic-partner benefits.”
The
approved
benefits
package applies to samesex couples, as well as any
other live-in partner or friend
who has lived with a staff or
faculty member for 18 months
or longer. It does not cover
tenants or relatives.
Administrators said the
benefits were essential to
remaining
competitive
in
faculty
recruitment
and
retention.
“We saw this as an
opportunity
(o
expand
our benefits coverage for
employees that meet specific
criteria without regard for
marital status or gender,”
said David Smith, director
of benefits and wellness at
GVSU.
Other Michigan schools
have already adopted similar
plans, including the University
of Michigan, Michigan State
University, Central Michigan
University
and
Michigan
Technological University.
Smith said the university
took those packages into
consideration when drafting
their live-in partner benefits.
The
statewide
pick-up
rate for this type of program
has been about I percent,
Smith said. GVSU employs
about 2,200 faculty and staff,
which means the university is
projecting about 22 employees
will apply for the benefits.
That equates to about
$180,000 in health insurance
provisions annually.
The specific number of
GVSU faculty and staff who
apply for the program will
not be known until November,
Smith said.

continued from page A1

not had the facilities or
administrative help needed
and it has held them back,"
Krombeen said. “But now
they have the opportunity
to really get things going.
I think you’re going to see
GVBN be something where
students can go to look for
news.”
Though
their
recent
request was approved. GVBN
continues to seek additional

(Srant)

The
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Issue
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funding for the production
of live broadcast shows and
intramural sporting events,
and
also to drastically
decrease production time.
“If a larger amount of
money were to be approved
by the school, we would
be allowed to do so much
more work,” Tremblay said.
"The turnover (from filming
to airtime) would be near
instantaneous. There is a lot
more to be had.”
assistant news® lant horn .com
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Nagelkerk said students
wishing to get involved in
the EAP should do so sooner
rather than later.
“Get involved as early as
you can freshman year,” she
said.“Then they ’ll apply forthe
med school winter semester of
their junior year and be given
a decision in the summer ... no
later than June.”
While
the
additional
responsibilities presented by
the EAP may seem intimidating
to some, Associate Professor
of Biomedical Sciences Steven
Hecht chuckled at the idea.
“This is pre-med,” he said.
“(These students) are very
focused. The extra demand
will not be daunting to them
at all.”
Construction of MSU’s
Secchia Center began in April
21 and is scheduled to be
finished for Fall 2010. The
building, located at Michigan
Street and Division in Grand
Rapids, will cost $90 million
dollars, is seven-stories tall
and 180,000 square feet. It will
house teaching laboratories,
classrooms,offices and student
areas.
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^IGVL DIGEST
News in Brief
First five biostatistics
grads find jobs in Mich.

The first five graduates of
Grand Valley State University’s
Biostatistics
Professional
Science Master’s program have
all found jobs in Michigan.
Started in Fall 2006, the
Professional Science Master’s
offers
master’s
program
degrees in biostatistics, medical
bioinfonnatics and cellular and
molecular biology.
The five graduates are:
Heather Houseman (Pfizer
Animal Health), Justin Sjogren
(MMS Holdings), Becky Twing
(GVSU visiting professor),Tom
Holmes (QST Consultations)
and Craig Johnson (U of
M Comprehensive Cancer
Center).
GVSU named best buy
for 13th-consecutive year

GVSU has been named
among “America’s 1(X) Best
College Buys” for the 13th
year in a row by Institutional
Research and Evaluation Inc.
Institutional
Research
recognized GVSU for providing
students the highest quality
education at the lowest cost.
GVSU has made the list
more than any other Michigan
institution. The only other
Michigan sch<x>l to be named
this year was Hillsdale College.
Fresh Food's tray elimination
mentioned in ABC broadcast

A national ABC report,
televised
on
Wednesday,
mentioned GVSU as one of
several U.S. universities to
eliminate dining trays in an
effort to go green.
Less waste and health
benefits, primarily less caloricconsumption. were also cited in
the report as incentives to tray
elimination.
GVSU Campus Dining
eliminated mays last year
to support its sustainability
initiative.
Greek Life Council to
host blood drive

The Greek Life Council will
sponsor an American Red Cross
Bkxxl Drive on Wednesday.
The bkxxl drive will be held
in the Kirkhof Center’s Grand
River Room on the Allendale
Campus from I to 7 p.m.
Nurses and American Red
Cross staff will facilitate the
donating process and will be
available to answer participants’
questions. Incentives will be
offered to first-time donors.
For
more
information,
contact the Community Service
Learning Center in the Kirkhof
Center Room 1110 B.
State mental health director
to speak at Grand Valley
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Mike
Head.
Michigan
deputy director of Mental
Health and Substance Abuse
Administration, will speak at
GVSU’s Pew Campus Sept.
29.
Speaking at the annual
meeting of The Arc Michigan
Kent County chapter. Head will
address the future of services
and supports for people with
developmental disabilities in a
presentation entitled “What’s
Next.”
A
statewide
network
of local chapters, The Arc
Michigan assists people with
developmental disabilities and
their famil ies through education.
training, technical assistance
and adv(x:acy.
The
Arc
Michigan’s
Executive
Director
Dohn
Hoyle will speak at 6 p.m. and
Head will speak at 6:30 p.m.
The event will be held in the
Lwsemorc Auditorium of the
DeVos Center.

CLAS is now in session
New Advising Center
ready to help, has seen
more than 600 students
By Catherine Dugan
GVl. Staff Writer

The new CLAS Academic Advising
Center will hold an open house
Wednesday with a dedication by
President Thomas J. Haas and CLAS
Dean Fred Antczak.
But since its opening Aug. 8, the
center has already assisted more than
600 students in a plethora of ways.
Located in Room C-1-140 of
Mackinac Hall, the center offers
academic advice to students within the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, as
well as help with changing and declaring
majors, graduate school exams, course
selection, teacher certification and an
array of other features.
“A lot of things can get accomplished
in one stop,” said Lorie Jager, one
of four senior academic advisers for
CLAS. “We’re a port in the storm.”
The advisers work to help students
and are cross-trained in all academic
areas. The office helps get many new
students connected to their advisers,
GVL / Matt La Vere
Jager added.
“Our goal is to be accessible to all CLAS advising: Sophomore Rachel DeWitt (right) and Betty Schaner, director of Academic Advising (left), meet to discuss GVSU's curriculum guide
students pursuing majors or minors
in the College of Liberal Arts and Academic Advising and the SMART almost 450 tenured and tenured track added. “This big building makes a big
Center.
professors already on staff.
difference.”
Sciences and there are
Antczak said the department will
Sometimes three to four teachers
“We hope to play
well over 10,000 students
an integral part of our hire about 43 more professors for the were sharing an office space, he said.
“A lot of
in CLAS,” said Betty
The addition to the building tempered
students
undergraduate next academic year.
Schaner, director of the
things can get
experience by providing
The college can add extra staff in this problem, and also allowed the
CLAS Academic Advising
quality academic advising large part because of the 2008 addition university to add more sections to
accomplished in
Center.
as well as links to to Mackinac Hall, which alleviated the CLAS courses.
CLAS is the largest
one stop. We're a
It also provided the space for the
additional
resources,” usage and often cramped classrooms.
college on campus with
port in the storm.” Schaner said. “It is my
Last year GVSU was using new advising center, which adds to the
more than 70 percent of
hope that students will classrooms 89 percent of the time, academic assistance provided by the
the student body electing
LORIE JAGER
see us as being accessible, Antczak said. Most Big Ten schools are college.
majors within the school.
SENIOR ACADEMIC
The office is open Monday through
helpful and supportive in using their classrooms 60 percent of the
Almost 60 percent of
ADVISER FOR CLAS
Thursday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on
reaching their academic time, which is considered full use.
GVSU faculty teach within
“Without this part of the building, Fridays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
goals.”
the college. The school
In addition to the advising center, there was literally no room for information call (616) 331 -8585 or visit
offers many academic advising options,
such as the Arts and Humanities Teacher CLAS also added 45 new tenured track (temporary and adjunct professors) to http://www.gvsu.edu/clasadvising.
edit nan @ lanthorn .com
Certification Advising, Psychology professors this year, in addition to the have an office or a classroom,” Antczak

Kirkhof's wingspan extended, increases meeting space
By Ryan Hanna
GVl. Staff Writer

It is good to know the university’s
investment in the new wing of the Kirkhof
Center is not going to waste.
There were a total of 1.080 reservations
reported during the first 3.5 weeks of this
semester, a 44 percent increase from the
same period last year.
Frederick Mooney, the assistant
director of Event Services, attributes the
spike in reservations to the new rooms
now available in the Kirkhof Center.
“The increase in reservations is due
to a combination of features, such as a
larger number of rooms and more room
capacity,” Mooney said.
Like some of Kirkhof’s older areas,
the rooms are available for use by any
Registered Student Organization or
campus department. The new conference
rooms are located on the first and second
floor of the new southwestern wing of the
building.
A growing need for more space
for student organizations, campus
departments and storage necessitated the
expansion. Mooney said.
“(Event Services) was able to
accommodate most student organizations
last year, but due to the high volume of
meetings, some organizations had to
seek out classrooms or residence halls to
conduct their meetings,” he said.
Besides meeting rooms, the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and the Women's

Center received new offices in the wing.
Construction on those offices began in
April 2007 and was completed in June
2008.
The new rooms offer larger amounts
of space and increase the availability
of rooms for student organizations and
campus departments. New features such
as LCD projectors, whiteboards, Internet
access and speakerphones are also
offered.
"We had a lot less space before,” said
Kellie Pnacek-Carter,an assistant in Event
Services. “With this addition, we gained
seven rooms.”
Most of the rooms easily accomrmxlate
groups of 20 to 30 people, Mooney said.
Bryan Alonzo, president of the Asian
Student Union, believes the space and
availability of rooms are big improvements

;

*.
.
;
!

over previous semesters.
“Last year, it got to the point where
(ASU) members had to stand or not come
to meetings because there was not enough
room for everyone to sit,” he said. “Now
we have enough tables and chairs for
everyone.”
R(X)ms can be reserved via e-mail
or telephone. They also can be reserved
through Virtual EMS, Event Service’s
online reservation system.
Mooney believes the trouble-free
reservation process and the rooms
themselves are great aids to student
organizations.
“I think we’re making it easier for
people to have access to all the new
space,” he said.
Keirsten Brown, an officer of the
student organization C.L.O.U.D. N.1 .N .E.,

also believes student organizations can
benefit from the new rooms.
“Before, there wasn’t always a place
to meet because there are so many
organizations,” she said. “It’s better now
because everyone has a place to go.”
rhanna@lanlhorn.com

GVl
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Spreading her wings:

The new expansion of the Kirkhof Center houses the Office of

Multicultural Affairs and the Women's Center.

Aaron Rademacher

The new wing in the Kirkhof Center
provides more space for student organizations to meet
Large addition:

and study GVSU has seen an influx of use this fall

Director of charter schools to leave university
By Jason Puscas
GVl. Staff Writer

Ed Richardson, director
of
Grand
Valley
State
University's Charter Schools
Office and a special assistant
to President Thomas J. Haas,

is leaving the university to
accept a position with National
Heritage Academies.
Richardson, who joined
GVSU as director of the CSC)
in 2002, will officially step
down from his position Oct.
17. Haas has appointed Patricia

Former professor honored
in veteran memorial service

Former
GVSU
music
professor William Bordinc
Beidler. 82, died Tuesday at
the Grand Rapids Home for
Veterans.
Beidler came to GVSU in
1964 as choir director and voice
teacher and served on staff for
19 years.
He was central to the
development of the Grand
Valley Singers and madrigal
group.
A memorial service for
Beidler was held Saturday.
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Patricia Oldt, recently named one of West Michigan's 50 most
influential women, will serve as Interim Director of the Charter Schools Office
Leadership:

Richardson came to GVSU
Oldt, former vice president
of Inclusion and Equity at after a stint as superintendent
GVSU. as the interim director of the Chelsea School District.
of the Charter Schools Office. He will move on to NHA,
Oldt will also chair the search which partners with local
school boards
committee
to
manage
in
charge
charter
of hiring a
“While I hate to see
schools.
permanent
him leave, he will be
He
will
replacement.
become
the
She
plans
a major contributor
academies’
to
conduct
director
of
an expedited
wherever he goes.”
Measurement
search
to
and
identify a new
Assessment.
director
by
PATRICIA OLDT
“He
has
March 2009.
FORMER VICE PRESIDENT OF
"Edhasbeen
kept
our
INCLUSION AND EQUITY
a tremendous
schools right
on track with
asset for K-12
the
high
education,
taking the program to the quality they have shown, and
next level and really putting we will be able to build on
his legacy here.” said GVSU
an
emphasis on
student
Provost Gayle Davis.
performance,” Oldt
said.
But Richardson will still
“While I hate to sec him leave,
he will be a major contributor work closely with GVSU,
as 16 of the university’s 28
wherever he goes.”

charter schools are managed in
part by NHA.
“Dr. Richardson, with his
experience in the field and
keen eye toward improvement,
has built a reputation for the
schools chartered by GVSU,
and these institutions can be
chosen with confidence by
parents who wish that option,”
said Matt McLogan, GVSU
vice president of University
Relations.
Until Richardson leaves
in October, he and Oldt will
work together to stabilize the
transition.
Oldt. who stepped down as a
GVSU vice president last fall,
has remained at the university
as a distinguished professor in
the College of Education, and
has already contributed to the
Charter Schools Offices as she
has been involved with and in
charge of the Office’s special
projects.
jpuscas@ lanthorn .com
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22 arrested in Michigan
probe of food stamp fraud

LANSING, Mich (AP)
— The Michigan attorney
general’s office has announced
22 arrests in connection with
tin investigation of food stamp
trafficking in Detroit.
The raid of nine gas
stations and convenience
stores resulted in the recovery
of more than $100,000.
Attorney General Mike
Cox announced the arrests
Friday.
He says the yearlong probe
uncovered that food stamp
benefits were being exchanged
for cash.
State and federal authorities
worked on the investigation.
Both store owners and
employees
face
charges
ranging from racketeering to
conspiracy.
Some face up to 20 years in
prison if they’re convicted.
Belding teenager survives
black widow spider bite

BELDING, Mich. (AP) Brad Gregory was happy to
help his grandparents unpack
their new Maytag dishwasher.
The reward for his efforts?
A bite from the highly
venomous southern black
widow spider — a rare visitor
to Michigan.
The 17-year-old from the
Ionia County’s Belding was
rushed to the hospital Sept. 7
after discovering he had been
bitten by one of the spiders
that had built a nest in the box
containing the appliance.
Antivenin saved Belding’s
life, but the high school senior
remains in pain and can't
attend class or play for the
football team.
The Daily News of
Greenville reports Friday
the less-dangerous northern
variety of black widow is more
common in the state.
The family believes the
icritters hitched a ride from
Mexico, where the dishwasher
I was packaged.
Mich. Messenger agrees it
misstated GOP comments

LANSING, Mich. (AP) The Michigan Messenger’s
editorial director says the
Web site misstated an Ohio
GOP official’s comments in
an article saying Republicans
were planning to challenge
homeowners on foreclosure
lists to keep them from
voting.
It’s a charge Republicans
have denied.
Franklin County GOP
Chairman
Doug
Preisse
told The Associated Press
Wednesday that a reporter
for The Michigan Messenger
took comments he made to
the Columbus Dispatch and
twisted them out of context.
In a story posted Friday
evening on the Michigan
Messenger Web site, Jefferson
Morley of the Messenger’s
Washington-based
parent
organization. The Center
for Independent Media, said
Preisse’s comments to the
Dispatch “did not specifically
address the issue of foreclosed
homeowners.”
Federal judges to review
texts in stripper lawsuit

DETROIT
(AP)
Federal judges will review
text messages from the pagers
of city employee and Detroit
police officials as part of a
civil suit filed by the family of
a slain stripper.
The Detroit News and
Detroit Free Press report
that
the
city’s
former
communications provider has
turned over the messages to
U.S. District Court in Detroit.
An attorney representing
the children of Tamara Greene
says she performed at a
rumored 2(X)2 party at the
official residence of former
Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick.
Norman Yatooma has said
the text messages may reveal
communications about Greene
on the night of her death in
2003.
The suit accuses Kilpatrick,
his former top aide and police
officials of hindering an
investigation into Greene’s
slaying.
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Bush: Rescue plan calls for $700B
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Proposed bill to allot government money to
buy bad mortgages, save economy
The plan is designed to let faltering
financial institutions unload their
distressed mortgage-related assets
WASHINGTON (AP) - The on the government, and in turn
Bush administration is asking the taxpayer, in a bid to avoid dire
Congress to let the government buy economic consequences.
$700 billion in toxic mortgages in
Bush said he worried the
the largest financial bailout since financial troubles “could ripple
the Great Depression, according to throughout” the economy and
a draft of the plan obtained Saturday affect average citizens. "The risk
by The Associated Press.
of doing nothing far outweighs
The plan would give the the risk of the package, and over
government broad power to buy time we’re going to get a lot of the
the bad debt of any U.S. financial money back.”
institution for the next two years. It
He added,“People are beginning
would raise the statutory limit on the to doubt our system, people were
national debt from $10.6 trillion to losing confidence and 1 understand
$ 11.3 trillion to make room for the it’s important to have confidence in
massive rescue. The proposal does our financial system.”
not specify what the government
“In my judgment, based upon
would get in
the advice of
return
from
a lot of people
“The risk of doing
financial
who know how
companies
nothing far outweighs
markets work,
for the federal
this
problem
the risk of the package,
assistance.
wasn’t going to
“We’re
be contained to
and over time we're
going to work
just the financial
going to get a lot of the community,”
with Congress
to get a bill
the
president
money back.”
done quickly,”
said. He said he
President Bush
was concerned
GEORGE W. BUSH
said at the White
about
“Main
U S. PRESIDENT
House. Without
Street” and that
discussing
what happens
details of the
on “Wall Street”
plan, he said, "This is a big package affects "Main Street.”
because it was a big problem.”
Sen. Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.,
The
White
House
and called the proposal “a good
congressional leaders hoped the foundation,” but raised concerns it
developing legislation could pass "includes no visible protection for
as early as next week.
taxpayers or homeowners.”
Administration officials and
Democrats are insisting the
members of Congress were to rescue include mortgage help to
negotiate throughout the weekend. let struggling homeowners avoid
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By Julie Hirschfeld Davis
Associated Press Writer
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AP Photo / lauren Victoria Burke

Solemn economy: Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev, speaks to reporters after members of Congress met with SEC
Chairman Chris Cox, third from left, and Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, fourth from left, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Federal

'

Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke, right, Thursday, in Washington Democrats began the week by blaming President Bush for the
financial crisis saying it was his job to fix it. But as the entire U S. economy became at stake, they pledged to work with Republicans on

>

a bailout that could cost taxpayers billions, in the gravest threat to Americans' standard of living since the Great Depression.

foreclosures. They also are also
considering attaching additional
middle-class assistance to the
legislation despite a request from
Bush to avoid adding controversial
items that could delay action. An
expansion of jobless benefits was
one possibility.
Asked about the chances
of adding such items. Bush
sidestepped the question, saying
only that now was not the time for
political posturing. "The cleaner the
better,” he said about legislation he

hopes Congress sends back to him
at the White House.
If passed, the plan would give
the Treasury secretary broad power
to buy and sell the mortgage-related
investments without any additional
involvement by lawmakers. The
proposal, however, would require
that the congressional committees
with oversight on budget, tax
and financial services issues be
briefed within three months of the
government’s first use of the rescue
power, and every six months after

that.
While the proposal contains no
requirement that the government
receive anything from banks in
return for unloading their bad
assets, it would allow the Treasury
Department to designate financial
institutions as "agents of the
government,” and mandate that
they perform any “reasonable
duties” that might entail.
Administration officials hoped
the rescue plan could be finalized
today.

Palestinians despairing of independence effort
By Steven Gutkin
Associated Press Writer

RAM ALLAH, West Bank (AP) Prominent Palestinians are lighting a fire
under Israel’s feet by proposing a peace in
which there would be no separate Palestine
and Israel, but a single state with equal rights
for all.
The recent talk of a binational state of
Arabs and Jews may be little more than a
Palestinian pressure tactic fed by frustration
over the failure of talks on a two-state
solution, but it has set Israeli leaders on
edge.
Such a metier of Israel with the West

Bank and Gaza Strip would quickly result in
the Jews being outnumbered by the fastergrowing Arab population. For most Israelis
it would result in a nightmare choice: Give
the Arabs full voting rights and lose Israel’s
Jewish character, or deny them equality and
be branded an apartheid state.
This reality is not lost on Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert. He created a stir last November
when he told an Israeli newspaper that “the
state of Israel is finished" unless each side
gets a state of its own. And this week he
pressed his case to his Cabinet.
Israel, he said, has no choice but to
abandon the lands it captured during the
1967 war.

AP Photo / Dan Balilty

A Palestinian youth tries to avoid Israeli checkpoints Friday by climbing over Israel's separation
barrier in order to pray for the holy fasting month of Ramadan at the Al Aqsa Mosque on the outskirts of
Equality:

Jerusalem Prominent Palestinians are proposing a peace in which there would be no separate Palestine
and Israel, but a single state with equal rights for all — Arabs and Jews.

“Forty years after the Six-Day War, the is up against the Hamas militants who rule
international community’s willingness to Gaza and want Israel to disappear entirely.
Olmert has led an unwieldy coalition.
accept Israel as a binational state is growing,”
he said. “Some day, sooner than we think, During his two years in office, he spoke
we will long for the solutions that some of eloquently of the need for two states, but
many of his actions, including building rrkirfc
us reject today.”
Olmert, the target of a
Jewish settlements in the
West Bank, worked against
career-ending corruption
“Some day...we
investigation,
has
that goal.
announced he will soon
At the same time. Israeli
will long for the
resign. His replacement,
public opinion hardened
TzipiLivni.sharesOImert’s
solutions that some under constant rocket attacks
from Hamas-ruled Gaza, the
opinion that dividing the
of us reject today.”
land is in Israel’s supreme
threat from Lebanon-based
interest.
Hezbollah militants, and fear
“We decided that time
of a nuclear-armed Iran.
EHUD OLMERT
is against us,” she recently
Some Israelis claim the
FORMER ISRAELI PRIME
told foreign journalists in
demographic threat
has
MINISTER
Jerusalem.
been substantially reduced
Ahmed Qurcia, the
by Israel’s 2005 decision to
Palestinians’ chief peace negotiator, speaks withdraw its troops and settlers from Gaza,
openly of the possibility, and 27 Palestinian home to 1.5 million Palestinians. But Israel
notables recently circulated a document still controls Gaza’s borders, harbor and
urging their leaders to impose a deadline on airspace, and Hamas’ violent takeover there
current peace talks and. if missed, begin a last year has damaged prospects for a twoSouth Africa-like struggle for equal rights in state solution.
Israel, the West Bank and Gaza.
A binational state is not a new idea.
Business leader Mohammed Shtayyeh. However, it has always gotten short shrift
one of the Palestinians behind the document, from most Israelis, for whom Jewishness is
calls it "an eye opener that tells the Israelis the crux of Israel’s existence and who fear
and Palestinians that time is ticking against a their country would become another in a
two-state solution.”
long line of troubled binational states around
In essence — and it may sound counter the world.
intuitive — what Shtayyeh and others are
Sari Nusseibeh, president of the
saying is: They should stop negotiating, Palestinian Al Quds University in the West
declare Israel to be the sole governing power Bank, is a leading proponent of two states,
and demand that it treat all Palestinians under but now says the one-state option should
its control as equals — about 5.5 million be on the table, even though making it
Jews and roughly the same number of Arabs work would be a “very protracted and long
under one nx)f.
struggle full of hardship.”
A big problem in achieving any kind of
"We would still probably be third- or
peace is weak leadership on both sides.
fourth-class citizens,” he said. “It will not be
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas the best kind of marriage."

Four people killed in South Carolina plane crash
By Page Ivey
Associated Press Writer

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Former Blink-182 drummer Travis
Barker and celebrity DJ AM were
critically injured in a fiery Lcarjet
crash in South Carolina that killed
four people, authorities said
Saturday.
Federal
Aviation
Administration
spokeswoman
Kathleen Bergen said the plane
carrying six people was departing
shortly before midnight Friday
when air traffic controllers
reporting seeing sparks. The plane
headed for Van Nuys, Calif., went
off a runway, through a fence and
crashed on a nearby road, officials
said.
Barker and DJ AM. whose real
name is Adam Goldstein, were in
critical condition at a bum center
in Augusta, Ga., about 75 miles
southwest of Columbia, hospital
spokeswoman Beth Frits said.
Two other passengers and

two crew members died, said the
National Transportation Safety
Board. Their identities were not
immediately available.
At the crash site Saturday, the
air was still heavy with the odor
of jet fuel. A trail of black soot led
off a runway, across a five-lane
road next to the airport and up
an embankment. The nose of the
aircraft was gone and the roof was
missing from two-thirds of the
charred plane.
Barker and Goldstein had
performed together under the name
TRVSDJ-AM at a free concert in
Columbia on Friday night.
“It’s absolutely terrible and
tragic,” Columbia Mayor Bob
Coble said.
The show, which included
performances by former Jane’s
Addiction singer Perry Farrell
and singer Gavin DcGraw, drew
I0JXX) people into the streets of
Five Points, the ncighbortwxxl near
the University of South Carolina.
Coble said.

NcitherFerrellnorDeGrawwcre
in the plane, their representatives
told APon Saturday.
One concertgoer said TRVSDJAM’s performance was unique
and different.

“It was literally one of the
best shows I’ve ever seen." said
Brett Flashnick, a freelance
photographer who works for The
Ass<x:iated Press and attended the
concert for a kx:al newspaper.

AP Photo I Brett Flashnick

A Learjet — carrying former Blink 182 drummer Travis Barker, Adam
Goldstein, also known as DJ AM, and four others — rests on an embankment near
Wreckage:

the Columbia Metropolitan Airport in Columbia, S.C, Saturday Barker and Goldstein
were critically injured; two other passengers and two crew members were killed

Barker, 32, was one of th<
more colorful members of the
multiplatinum-selling punk rod
band Blink-182, whose bigges
album was I999’s CD “Enema o
the State." which sold more that
five million copies in the Unitec
States alone.
After Blink-182 disbanded it
2(X)5, Barker went on to form th<
rock band (+44) — pronounce*
“plus forty-four.” He also starre*
in the MTV reality scries “Mee
the Barkers” with former Mis:
USA Shanna Moaklcr, to whon
he was married at the time. Th<
show documented the forme:
couple’s lavish wedding and life
Their later split, reconciliation am
subsequent break up made then
tabloid favorites.
Goldstein is a popular DJ fo:
hire who at one time was engage*
to Nicole Richie.
Barker and Goldste i n pcrfotmec
as part of the house band at the
MTV Video Music Awards carlic:
this month.
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Cambridge's fantastical new clock even tells time
'Time Eater’ clock unveiled at Corpus Christi College, pays homage to John Harrison
By Robert Barr
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Chris Radburn/PA

Onlooker Stewart Huxley views The Corpus Clock, a new
installation at Corpus Christi College at the University of Cambridge, in Cambridge,

Grasshopper revisited:

England The "Corpus dock" entitled chronophage, or "time eater," is the brainchild
of inventor John Taylor, who used his own money to build it, in part to pay
homage to the genius of John Harrison, the Englishman who in 1725 invented the
"grasshopper" escapement that is at the heart of mechanical watchmaking.

CAMBRIDGE, England (AP)
— Most clocks just tell time,
simply and reliably. Not the $1.8
million “time eater” formally
unveiled Friday at Corpus Christi
College in Cambridge.
The masterpiece, introduced
by famed cosmologist Stephen
Hawking,
challenges
all
preconceptions about telling
time. It has no hands or digital
numbers and it is specially
designed to run in erratic fashion,
slowing down and speeding up
from time to time.
Inventor John Taylor used his
own money to build the clock as
a tribute to John Harrison, the
Englishman who in 1725 invented
the grasshopper escapement, a
mechanical device that helps
regulate a clock’s movement.
Making a visual pun on
the grasshopper image, Taylor
created a demonic version of
the insect to top the gold-plated
clock where it devours time.
The beast — with its long
needle teeth and barbed tail —
rocks back and forth, ultimately
inserting its talons in notches
at the top of the clock to move
it forward. Halfway through the
minute the grasshopper’s jaws
begin to open, snapping shut at
59 seconds.
“Time is gone, he’s eaten it,”

saidTay lor, whocalls the oversize races around the outer ring once about time going fast, time going
grasshopper
“Chronophage,” every second, pausing briefly at slow and time standing still. Your
which translates to “time eater.”
the actual second; the next ring life is not regular, it’s relative to
“My object was simply to inside indicates the minute, and what’s going on.” Taylor said.
turn a clock inside out so that the the inner ring shows the hour.
He cites Albert Einstein’s
grasshopper became a reality,”
The lights are constantly on, observation: “When a man sits
Taylor said.
the apparent motion regulated with a pretty girl for an hour, it
mechanically seems like a minute. But let him
At
the
unveiling.
through slots sit on a hot stove for a minute
“Clocks are boring
Hawking
in
moving and it’s longer than any hour.
predicted
the
discs.
That’s relativity.”
... This clock actually
creature
atop
Weirdly,
The clock is the showpiece
interacts with you,
the clock would
the
clock’s of Corpus Christi’s new library,
become
“a
pendulum also a gift from Taylor. His
because you don't
much-loved,
slows
down wealth comes from inventing
expect a clock to do
and
possibly
or speeds up. controls for electric tea kettles,
feared, addition
Sometimes inventions which he estimates
anything.”
to Cambridge’s
it stops, the are used 1 billion times a day
cityscape.”
chronophage around the globe.
JOHN TAYLOR
Taylor said
shakes
a
“I’m an inventor so I try to
INVENTOR
he also hopes
foot and the do things different to the way
the clock will
pendulum they’ve done before,” Taylor
remind people
moves again.
said.
of their own mortality.
Because of that, the time
“Clocks are boring. They
Rather than having it toll the display may be as much as a just tell the time, and people
hour by a bell or a cuckoo, the minute off, although it swings treat them as boring objects,”
clock relies on the clanking of back to the correct time every he added. “This clock actually
a chain that falls into a coffin, five minutes, said Taylor.
interacts with you, because
which then loudly bangs closed.
“There
are
so
many you don’t expect a clock to do
“I’m in my early 70s and I expressions in everyday life anything.”
realize that time is a destroyer,”
Taylor said in a telephone
interview. “When you're a young
person you think there is plenty
of time.
“The sound was to remind me
0-2617 Riverholl Drive (old M-45)
4-112 miles west of Standale on M-45
of my mortality.”
The clock, four feet in
Stop in and check out our
diameter, displays time using
light-emitting diodes. The light

MOTMAN'S
FARM MARKET

OJ. jurors hear recording of hotel confrontation
By Linda Deutsch
AP Special Correspondent

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Jurors in
OJ. Simpson’s armed robbery and
kidnapping trial on Friday heard
a recording of the football star
angrily accusing two memorabilia
dealers of stealing his mementoes
and saying, “Don’t let nobody out
of this room.”
On the w itness stand introducing
the audio was Thomas Riccio, the
collectibles dealer who arranged
the meeting at the Palace Station
casino hotel room, made the secret
recording and testified that he
never expected what happened.
“The guy with the bald head,
(Michael) McClinton, pulled out a
gun. And it got crazy from there,”
Riccio said.
Asked what he was thinking,
he said, “This is overkill — big
time overkill. They didn't have to
do this.”
McClinton,
an
original
defendant who made a plea bargain
and agreed to testify against
Simpson, is the only participant
identified so far as having a gun in
the room.
“I never at any time wanted a
gun in my room. I am antigun,"
Riccio said.
He described McClinton as
“hopping around with the gun”
and said, “Maybe he was hyped up
on something.”
Listening through headphones,
the jurors heard McClinton order
people to bag the memorabilia
spread out on the bed.
Throughout the confrontation,
memorabilia
dealer
Alfred
Beardsley kept trying to curry
favor with Simpson, saying, “1
don’t have a problem with you,
man. Are you mad at me?”
Beardsley later called 911 and
reported he had been robbed at
gunpoint by Simpson and a group
of “thugs.” He also threatened to
call the news media, saying they
would arrive faster.
“OJ.’s going to get arrested
over this," Beardsley declared
several times.
The other memorabilia dealer
in the room, Bruce Fromong, was
heard saying he was going to his
truck to get a gun.
In a recording of a phone
conversation between Simpson
and Riccio the next day, Riccio
told Simpson he had seen a gun.
Simpson replied, “I'm gonna be
honest with you, I never saw a
gun.”
As a result of the Sept. 13.
2007, confrontation, Simpson
and co-defendant Clarence “CJ."
Stewart face 12 charges, including
kidnapping,
armed
robbery,
coercion and assault with a deadly
weapon. They have pleaded not
guilty.
Most of what the jurors heard
was hours of small talk between
Riccio and Beardsley before the
confrontation.
Riccio was recorded repeatedly
saying that the “buyer" he was
bringing to the hotel wanted only
“personal stuff.”

Beardsley
said
he
had
the
memorabilia.
including
photographs from Simpson's
childhood when he had rickets
and his legs in braces, and photos
from his first wedding. But the
pictures he bragged about never
materialized. Riccio said.
When Simpson arrived at the
hotel nx>m with five other men,
Riccio said the plan he had so

carefully devised fell apart.
“Simpson walked in and went
right to the front of Fromong and
Beardsley and started scolding
them. He just stood there and
yelled and yelled at them,” Riccio
testified.
“He said, ‘I know you guys. You
stole my stuff,’” Riccio recalled.
Simpson was also heard on
tape saying, “Don’t let nobody out

of this room.”
The dealers blamed Simpson’s
former agent, Mike Gilbert, for
taking the items. Riccio said.
He recounted that Simpson
stressed, “I only want my stuff.
Stuff that’s not mine, we’ll
give back” as the other sports
memorabilia were scooped up in
the frenzy.
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Still infamous: O.J. Simpson signs an autograph as he leaves the Clark County
Regional Justice Center in Las Vegas, Thursday. Simpson faces 12 charges,
including felony kidnapping, armed robbery and conspiracy.
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EDITORIAL

Equal benefits
The live-in benefit package at Grand Valley State
University has been called unconstitutional,
however these benefits are not the same as
same-sex benefits and should not be revoked.
The Board of Trustees made the honorable decision to extend to university
employees' health benefits beyond the institution of marriage. But this plan has been
attacked by two local state representatives, who fail to understand the package’s
importance and relevance to an inclusive, competitive university.
Dave Agema. R-CJrandville. and Arlan Meekhof, R-West Olive, have been
working to get other state legislators to revoke the live-in benefits package recently
implemented by GVSU. They claim the package is unconstitutional and a violation
of same-sex partner regulations.
Will this new plan provide health benefits to same-sex couples? Of course it
will. But what Agema and Meekhof do not see is these benefits are not exclusive
to same-sex couples, but rather any loved one of a university employee. These
two representatives must look at the larger issue here: The university is doing the
responsible thing by taking care of its employees. What used to be available to only
married couples will now cover all of the loved ones on GVSU’s staff. This package
is all about inclusion.
GVSU is one of many public universities, including the University of Michigan,
Michigan Suite, Central. Northern. Saginaw Valley and Eastern universities, to adopt
partner benefits plans.
It was important the university adopt this kind of health care package to remain
competitive for high-quality faculty, who might otherwise teach elsewhere to receive
health care for their loved ones.
In the long run, the cost of this program is medial and one the university should
be willing to pay if it is serious about becoming an inclusive, accepting campus that
can compete with other schtxils for top talent.
This issue here is about taking care of all loved ones, regardless of personal
beliefs, and remaining competitive in an increasingly competitive faculty recruiting
market.
GVSU made a tough choice, but it was the right one. Now all GVSU employees
have the opportunity to keep their loved ones healthy.

GVL / Elliot Slenk

YOUR INSIGHTS

If you could ask GVSU President Thomas J. Haas
one question, what would it be?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
It’s 2008, and the writing’s on the
wall — it’s “vote or die” as we enter
the “most critical election year in recent
memory." Everywhere we turn, we
are told to vote for a candidate that has
made a litany of grandiose (or not so
grandiose) proclamations and promises.
We’re told to fall behind a particular
candidate — often chosen by the media
before the people even get a voice — to
bring about the ever-elusive “change”
that we all know is needed. Stale and
poorly written “policies" — reducing
lives to numbers — by candidates hand
picked from the elite who will never
address the oppression that so many of
us
Ift our daily struggles.
Unfortunately, if we stop and think
about it, it’s pretty unlikely that one
candidate is going to bring about a major
change in society. In a world plagued
by systemic problems — war, poverty,
racism, sexism, and homophobia — it
is unlikely that a candidate is going to
address any of these issues. And. deep
down, we know they won’t. For decades,
despite the millions of dollars and hours
spent on the presidential elections, things
have been getting progressively worse.
Yet, every four years we do the same
thing, we reduce our politics — and

w hat we hold in our hearts — to a choice
between two, maybe three, candidates
for president.
We’ve put an extraordinary amount
of energy into elections. We’ve put our
faith and energy into checking boxes
and pulling levers, reducing our idea
of political involvement to just voting.
However, the inefficiency of voting is
clear. We can vote once, twice, maybe
three times a year, but we can organize
within our communities and act anytime,
anywhere. Moreover, as a tactic that is
relied on almost exclusively, voting has
not been particularly successful. The
history of social struggle in the United
.States teaches us that major victories —
from the labor movement to the Civil
Rights movement — were won in the
streets, not at the ballot box. We’ve
forgotten the innumerable and creative
ways that we can change the world and
in the process have forgotten that voting
by itself is not activism. Radical change
comes from struggle, organizing, and
movement building — it comes from the
grassroots, not from politicians.
Richard Hackler
GVSU senior
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GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
l.anthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley l.anthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each

"Boxers or briefs?"

Tiffany Korican
Education
Sophomore
Onstead, Mich.

"Is it possible to put
more money toward the
theater program?"

"Why do you get a
big raise when we're
building new additions
and tuition has been
raised 13 percent?"

Josy Goodwin

Pat Kepley

Education/History
Sophomore
Commerce, Mich.

Theater
Senior
Rochester Hills, Mich.

Christopher CarollHoward

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit anti
condense letters ;itkJ columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the authtir may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The a intent,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

Anthropology
Junior
Vanderbilt, Mich.

"Are there any plans
to make the Zumberge
Library better, such as
a nicer looking building
and a wider range of
resources?"

Phil Grumm
History
Senior
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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It's your uterus, not mine
Greg M.
Schumaker

Jfl*
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<§mnb yalkv Jiantljovn
Alicia Wireman

"With the rising cost
of living, how do you
expect people to pay for
college, and what do
you think the university
should do about it?"

I’ve got as much right as
any other human, monkey or
goldfish to tell you what to do
with your vagina.
I’m sorry, gentleman. We'll
never quite comprehend the
amazing burden and unique
responsibility our female
counterparts undertake by
being the means of sustaining
life on earth.
Yet. I saw young
men sitting at a pro-life
inckictrination table in Kirkhof
the other day. I wanted to ask
them if they’d adopt every
unwanted child that would
result from a ban on abortion,
because those kids would
have to go somewhere and

the McCain-Palin household
seems to be near capacity.
Certainly the young girls
at the pro-life table wouldn't
adopt them. They’re texi
busy studying, aiming for a
successful career, reading their
Bibles, tightening their chastity
belts and praying they don’t
have another impure thought.
Yes, babies are cute and
funny. Keeping every last one
alive is just as important to
conservatives as drilling apart
our land and killing all the
wildlife for oil. God will take
care of it in the rapture.
Still, we can’t ignore
babies that were planned,
get neglected, abused,
malnourished, abandoned
and sadly, tossed around in
foster care for years. Let’s
not forget adopting from our
cramped orphanages is as easy
as swimming against Michael
Phelps and Flipper.

Then there’s the unplanned
babies: A one-night stand, a
committed couple runs out
of contraceptives, a young
student gets drugged and raped
at a party, a father molests
his daughter. The women in
these scenes have lives that
can’t be interrupted to raise a
healthy child, let alone carry it
in their womb for nine months.
They can’t afford it because of
money, time or for the sake of
their own physical health —
despite how much they loved
“Juno.”
What does it matter to me
sitting here on my computer,
in my apartment worlds, away
from these women? Will the
abortion of their miniscule
fetus make me sick, give me a
headache and keep me awake
at night in agony and pain?
Worse, will it empty my bank
account and make my stocks
crash?

If I support abortion, will
the terrorists finally win?
Will the world think we’re
evil, human rights-violating
monsters?
Will the gods come down
from heaven and start burning
our cities and beating us over
the heads with gold staffs?
Will the more than six billion
people on earth stop and stare
in terror, fearing their babies
might be next?
No. Women arc strong
enough to deal with the pain
of rejecting their txxly's
extraordinary natural instincts
and managing the stigma the
religious right has unjustly
placed on the pnx:edure
without triggering an
apocalypse.
And because we’re not .
all gynecologists, we'll never
have to know.
g.w •humaker@ lanthorn x otn

Where are my Democratic allies?
Nicole E.
Avery

(,\I ( iilnninisl
Last week I wrote a
column about a conversation
I overheard in a bathroom,
and it seems the story came
to its final chapter when I
mentioned it to someone my
own age and a part of the
same community orchestra.
After I finished telling him
what I overheard in the
bathroom, he looked at me
with disdain and said he’d
rather have the entire country
ripped apart in another civil
war than see Barack Obama
become the next president.
I thought he was kidding
at first so I laughed loudly, but
then he shot me a look that
left me gaping at him. He said
he was serious in preferring
a civil war to Democratic-

leadership and then began
rambling about delusional
conspiracy theories that made
me wonder if he was related
to the unabomber. I thought
of asking him if he was
against technology as well,
but thought better of it and let
him walk away grumbling to
himself about the corruption
of the government.
I think back to that
conversation I overheard in
the bathrtxim and I wonder
if this horrible logic is what
makes the elderly of the nation
think the youth’s opinions
shouldn't be taken seriously.
I’m sure people overheard
him ranting about conspiracy
theories and the corruption
of society, and I’m sure they
shook their heads knowingly
while 1 was busy trying to
cover mine.
Yet no one sane talks
like this. Would the older
generation really accept this
as the model of what Uxlay’s

youth is thinking and feeling?
It’s about as accurate as
believing the current price of
gas is justified.
I will give credit to
members of both political
parties that neither group
would rather have our country
gut itself over the presidential
election. The southern portion
of the country still isn't over
our first civil war, a second
one would no doubt divide the
country permanently.
There are a thousand better
options to having our country
engage in another civil war
than simply because the
candidate I didn't want to get
elected did. I’d rather John
McCain win the presidency
than see our country turn on
one another and kill each other
off in another civil war.
Perhaps my ideas of at
least always attempting
diplomacy before jumping
into war is old fashioned or
romantic, but I would rather

avoid a country gutting itself
over something that could
have been just talked out.
;
Peace is more productive.;
Less txxlics to clean up and ;
issues that can be worked
out before lunchtime without
heavily disrupting the
American superficial lifestyle
sounds gtxxl to me.
Most people I know
are so displeased with the
government they would rather
flee to Canada than fight if
they reinstated the draft. And
even the Republican Party, it!
seems, is avoiding the stigma
created by George W. Bush
and have been avoiding him
entirely, preventing him from,
being associated with the
McCain campaign.
Is rebelling against
government just a rebellious
trend of the youth, or is it the
nature of the beast to always •
bite the hand that feeds it?
navetry® lanthorn x'orn
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Stepping brings hazing awareness
Sam Centellas shares insight into history of
stepping, black fraternities, sororities
She said she remembers watching
the excitement and community brought
about by stepping on campus and added
Hear the steps, feel the beat.
hearing everyone cheer and get into the
Speaker
Sam
Centellas
will routine is almost euphoric.
enlighten the Grand Valley State
“I think that stepping brings a sense
University community with “A History of accomplishment, togetherness and
of Stepping” Tuesday. The program excitement,” Baughman said.
will cover the historical elements of
Stepping in fraternities and sororities
traditional stepping and how it became is an alternative way of expressing your
linked to black fraternity and sorority love and devotion to your associated
organizations.
fraternity or sorority, she added.
The event coincides with National
Matea Vazgec is a stepping and
Hazing Prevention Week, starting strolling member of Sigma Lambda
today. After Centellas’ speech, both Gamma National Sorority who has
GVSU’s historically black fraternity been stepping for many years.
and
sorority
will
“On a personal
perform step routines
level it is an adrenaline
“It gives the Greek
they have put together
rush,” Vazgec said.
this year.
But it is also a
life a different way of
“Stepping
can
bonding experience,
showing allegiance,
definitely
prevent
she added.
hazing,” said Yalea
“I have to make
rather than by
Baughman, a GVSU
sure I have everything
causing physical and
alumna. “It gives the
down right, so that I
Greek life a different
am in-sync with my
emotional harm to its
way
of
showing
sisters,” she said.
members.”
allegiance, rather than
Vazgec
said
by causing physical
students
may
not
YALEA BAUGHMAN
and emotional harm
be aware of the
GVSU ALUMNA
to its members.”
differences between
She also believes
stepping and strolling,
stepping gives rival organizations a which in most cases is the addition of
productive, artistic way of showing music to strolling.
their differences by stepping and
“Stepping is considered more formal
performing against each other.
and is usually seen in bigger shows:
“I love the performing aspect of Step shows, yard shows, coming out
stepping,” Baughman said. “There is shows, exhibitions, etc.,” Vazgec said.
nothing like being on stage with the
Strolling is more casual and is seen
people you care about.”
at events such as parties.
By Jessica Richardson
GVL Staff Writer

“Strolls are made to different beats
of music,” Vazgec said. “And pretty
much all of them call for music when
being performed.”
For fraternities and sororities,
stepping is a way to showcase the
history and culture of an organization.

as well as to create awareness and
curiosity toward a particular fraternity
or sorority.
"Music and dancing is something
that all people are familiar with and
associate with fun, peace and a good
time,” said CharaLena Michelle, a step

Students, faculty 'meet and greet' over dinner

dancer. “Dancing is something I love,
and I think this (event) is a great idea.”
The History of Stepping event takes
place Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof Center on
the Allendale Campus.
jrichardson @ lanthorn .com

Notes from Abroad
By Anna Marotti

OMA hosts Intercultural
Student Reception
to help students feel
connected to campus

GVL Study Abroad Columnist

By Haley Otman
GVl. Staff Writer

Is the feeling of sticking out like a sore
thumb, as the saying goes, really that rare?
Racial diversity may have decreased
with this year’s freshman class, but Bobby J.
Springer, associate director for Grand Valley
State University’s Office of Multicultural
Affairs, wants students to know they are not
alone, even though it is possible for them
to feel separated from those whom they
regularly encounter on campus.
“You might think you’re here by
yourself," he said, which is why he plans the
Intercultural Student Reception each year.
The 2008 reception took place Thursday
and included food, music, door prizes
and booths for different organizations,
including Student Ambassadors, SPDL
Peer Mentoring, International Marketing,
Campus Recreation and the Women’s
Center, among others.
The reception’s main goal is to meet and
greet faculty, staff, students and student
organizations.
Tymeco Pyles believes she gained many
advantages from attending the reception, as
well as from her decision to remain a part of
the multicultural program.
“I feel like the ... program is going to
help me in a big way,” Pyles said. “It’s a
great opportunity.”
Springer said the reception offers an
occasion early in the semester for new
students in particular to socialize with other
people on campus, which he feels is an
integral component to success at college.
Pyles enjoyed the chance to view all of the

*
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Understanding diversity:

Friends (from left to right) Roslyn Rhodes, Cathie Jean, Angela Wayward and Kaifa

Alsoofy, meet in the Grand River Room Thursday at the Intercultural Festival.

different opportunities available to her and
said the event was useful and informative,
in addition to a lot of fun.
Springer said he always hopes for high
turnouts of all different types of people
on campus, not solely those from other
cultures.
For each reception faculty, staff, students,
student organizations and departments on
campus are invited. This year, the welcome
booth estimated 100 students to be in
attendance.
The Intercultural Student Reception has
undergone two name changes throughout its
existence: It was first known as the Minority
Student Reception, then was changed to the
Multicultural Student Reception.
Finally three years ago. it was changed to
its current title.
Springer explained these changes as
continued efforts to embrace everyone in

the GVSU community, with “intercultural”
eventually being chosen as the best word to
explain that wish.
Zach Madaj does not consider himself
a minority, but because the event was
advertised as intercultural, he chose to
attend. Madaj, of Polish descent, saw the
reception as a way to meet people from all
across campus, and possibly people with
whom he could establish professional or
social relationships.
“It was a really good idea for them to
have all of the information booths,” Madaj
said. “I plan on attending this reception next
year, and probably every other year that I’m
a (GVSU) student. It’s only two hours of
your time, and you have a lot of chances to
meet interesting people.”
otman @ lan thorn .com

If you could go anywhere in the
world, where would you go?
When I was little I used to
dream of the exotic places 1 would
travel when I grew up. I imagined
flying solo in a little red, open
cockpit plane to all the different
countries in Africa — hiking
through dense primordial forests
with excited suspense, searching
for monkeys or going on safari,
visiting and learning the languages
and ways of unknown tribal
villages.
Since then my travel dreams
turned toward Europe, in particular
Italy, and after roughly four weeks
in Lecce I am coming to realize
how I landed in a Mediterranean
city that encompasses all of my
wildest “jungle" dreams.
Though the Baroque figures
adorning all the buildings can
hardly be called primordial, I am
exploring the worn cobblestone
roads and little back alleys of a city
with a deep history. The sandcolored pietra (a special dry stone)
buildings look like children’s
building blocks, clustered together
without uniform height or order.
Streets go every which way,
revealing a surprise around ever
comer: A little piazza with a
gray cat lazing by a fountain,
the courtyard garden of a little
restaurant with maybe five tables
or old friends sitting in the shade
of the palm trees. And while it is
unfair (and incorrect) to compare
the Italians to wild monkeys, it
has been exciting to observe the
differences in the way we live.
Like Jane Goodall studying

her chimpanzees, I have learned
the only way to really appreciate
and understand this culture is by
joining in and living the same way
they do. Who can resist a good nap
when it’s practically scheduled into
the day? Why should school start
in August? October is just as well.
Life is tranquil here, if it doesn’t
get done today, there’s always
tomorrow.
I realized early on I take our
24-hour supermarkets stocked
with anything and everything for
granted. In Lecce every business
closes at one for the afternoon,
and who would have thought I
would have to go to four different
shops before finding a simple
lighter to start my stove? Just as I
thought living with a tribe would
be fascinating, I can take a bumpy
bus ride to any of the surrounding
villages, each with their own
dialect and participate in the olive
harvests, or learn the significance
of the design of the trulli (coneshaped) houses.
And the parties! Yes, the
Italians know how to make up for
their downtime in the afternoons.
There is a very strong nightlife
here where everyone of every age
comes out, the regional pizzica
music plays, the colorfully dressed
gypsies dance with their castanets
and tambourines and there is an
abundance of food to be eaten
outside under the city lights.
None of my paintings or
articles can truly capture the
beauty and life I have found here
in Lecce. But this is my jungle,
and to really appreciate this
fascinating world, you have to find
your own jungle to explore.
lakerlife@ lanthorn jcom

Shakespeare scholar to revive ‘Cardenio’
By Brittney Mestdagh
GVl. Staff Writer

In literature. William Shakespeare
is celebrated for his ability to
reconstruct the past to relate to the
present.
Renowned literary critic Stephen
Greenblatt will present “Cultural
Mobility: The Strange Case of
Shakespeare’s Cardenio" Wednesday
at the L.V. Eberhard Center at
Grand Valley State University’s Pew
Campus.
Greenblatt’s lecture is a part of
both GVSU’s Shakespeare and Fall
Arts festivals.
The Shakespeare lecture is held
annually to bring the community
together to honor the works of
Shakespeare.
“Students who attend will get the
chance to see a world-class scholar
in action,” said Jo Miller, an English
professor helping to coordinate the

event. “It will give
them a chance to use
their imagination
and explore more
fully what it means
to be human.”
Greenblatt will
discuss“Cardenio,”
Shakespeare's
lost play. There Graenblati
are records of its
production,
but
it was never recorded, Miller said.
In the 18th century. Lewis Theobald
claimed to have found the manuscript,
but it remained unpublished and its
supposed location burned down.
When Greenblatt received the
Mellon
Distinguished
Humanist
Award in 2002, he wanted to
contribute to intellectual life with a
project to understand playwriting, he
said. Thus, he co-wrote “Cardenio”
with playwright Charles Mee.
Being a renowned Shakespeare

V

Greenblatt this semester, requiring
scholar.
Greenblatt knows
all
of Shakespeare’s techniques in students to read several of his articles
and books.
storytelling. Miller said. They
“Some students
followed the same
think of Shakespeare
storyline drawn from
“Some students think
as old and irrelevant
episodes in Miguel
— but Greenblatt
of Shakespeare as old
de Cervantes’ novel
brings him back
“Don Quixote.”
and irrelevant —
into the world,” said
Miller anticipates
a cultural lesson for
Shelley Sickrey, a
but Greenblatt brings
graduate student in
those who attend as
him back into the
Miller's class.
wellasanopportunity
He
puts
to advance critical
world.”
Shakespeare in the
thinking skills.
context of the modern
“Expect to learn
SHELLEY SICKREY
world so everyone
how the imagination
GVSU GRADUATE STUDENT
can understand it,
works and how we
she said.
value it,” Miller
The
cultural
said.
aspect is especially
Shehopesstudents
when
referring
to
will attend the event to not only learn important
more about Shakespeare, but also to Shakespeare because it is studied
learn more about themselves and their throughout the world. Miller said.
“Cultural
material
(like
part in the world.
Miller is teaching a class on Shakespeare’s plays) moves around

t

and is borrowed and reused in different
cultural situations,” Miller said.
The same situations he writes about
are transferable to other cultures. This
is just one of the things Greenblatt
will be touching on in his lecture, she
added.
Greenblatt is a well-known figure
in the academic community, and
many professors, including Miller, are
honored to have him come to GVSU.
“It shows persistence pays off,"
said Karen Libman, theater professor
‘and director of “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream.”
Libman was among a group of
professors who saw Greenblatt lecture
at a conference in 2001 and had been
working to bring him here ever since.
“He breathes life into Shakespeare,
making it understandable for anyone,"
Libman said.
hmestda^h® lanthorn x:om
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SPORTS

Brian Beaupied, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com

Lakers show
toughness
in hard-fought win

Thrown a bone

No. 2 Lakers overcome
mistakes to defeat
rival Bulldogs, secure
Anchor-Bone trophy for
eighth straight year
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor

It was one of those games
where the stat sheet lies.
It was one of those games
where it feels like you’re
losing until you look up at the
scoreboard.
It was one of those games
where it just feels good to get a
win.
Sure, Grand Valley State
University beat Ferris State
University by 18 points — its
eighth-straight win over the
Bulldogs — but this was no
blowout. This wasn’t a route.
In fact, Ferris State outplayed
the Lakers for much of the game.
They outgained the leakers on
offense (360 to 332), held a
10-minute advantage in time of
possession and showed they could
move the ball almost at will, at
times.
But what won’t show up in the
box score is heart, experience and
play-making ability. What won’t
show up in the box score is moxie,
and the Lakers have lots of it.
When the Bulldogs were sitting
on the Laker seven-yard line
threatening to tie the game at 14
late in the second quarter, GVSU
came up with a big stop on third
down. Then they turned a missed
field goal into an 80-yard scoring
drive that took just more than a
minute.
Instead of a 14-14 game, or
even a 14-10 game, it was all
of the sudden 21-7 heading into
halftime. Big difference.
But the Bulldogs came right
back in the third quarter, with
quarterback Tom Schneider diving
in for a touchdown to again show
the 1 ) i iHdwgxou Irtnwvo- th» ball
at ease against a |K>rous Laker
defense.
But Blake Smolen responded
with his third touchdown of the
game. Again, FSU was proving it
could play with the Lakers. And
again. GVSU denied the Bulldogs.
It is this kind of toughness, this
kind of resolve that will carry the
Lakers to a deep playoff run.
In Allendale, fans have grown
accustomed to success. They
expect to see wins, and they
expect to be playing in Alabama
each December. I guess that’s
what happens after a decade of
winning.
But no matter how good a team
is, they will not have their A-game
each Saturday. What separates the
good teams from the great ones is
their ability to deal with adversity;
to find ways to win games when
they are not quite clicking.
GVSU showed this ability
Saturday.
Each time FSU came knocking,
GVSU responded. There was a
kind of quiet confidence among
the players; no matter how close
the Bulldogs came, and despite
their inability to slow the Bulldog
offense, the Lakers still came up
with big stops and timely drives.
FSU has talent, there’s no
doubt about that. But GVSU has
more, even if it wasn’t quite right
on Saturday.
Quarterback Brad Iciek
overthrew to multiple receivers,
other balls were dropped and he
finished with a modest 158 yards.
But the junior still had three
touchdown tosses. He kept the
team moving when the Lakers
needed it most.
But it is not about this game. In
the long run, FSU is just another
day, another game, another win.
What it is about is pushing this
team, and despite an 18-point win,
this team was tested.
We learned something too —
this team has attitude. This team
knows how to win. even if it
doesn’t have its A-game. They still
know how to get it done.
Come December, that just
might mean something.

The 1+ikers showed their youth against
Ferris State University, but fortunately
several veterans made big plays when it
mattered, sealing a 31-13 win in front of a
record crowd of 14,612 Saturday night.
Though the score appeared one-sided,
the outcome was ultimately determined by

a couple of key third down defensive stops
and two Jacob McGuckin interceptions.
After the game, Grand Valley State
University head coach Chuck Martin
pinned the blame on preparation, as the
leakers blew countless assignments,
tackles and opportunities to make plays on
offense.
"I am disappointed in our level of
preparation, that’s coaches and players
alike,” Martin said. “Besides the dropped
balls, there are going to be other things that
we’re going to be sick (over) when we look
at the tape. Tackling is a major issue, two of
the three games we’ve played we haven’t
tackled at all.
“I think their kids executed at a much
higher level then we executed.” he added.

“I think they would probably agree that we
have a few more horses in the bam than
they have.”
The Bulldog option offense, which
is lately built around quarterback Tom
Schneider and receiver Tim Hogue, was a
kx)k the leakers had not seen yet.
“Most of (Hogue’s) yardage gained we
could have had tackles for loss,” Martin
said. “We had chances four-yards deep
to make a tackle for a loss, and it wasn't
that we didn’t have guys there, he just kind
of shrugged us off. From our standpoint
you would like to think you can tackle a
quarterback with a linebacker, but we’ve
been having some issues with that.”
McGuckin, a junior, recorded his first
interception early in the fourth, picking off

a Schneider pass at the GVSU goal line,
ending an important Bulldog drive. He
added his second late in the quarter to put
the Bulldogs down.
“That first one, we were in man. and the
whole game it seemed like the quarterback
was looking where he was going to throw,”
McGuckin said.
On offense the Lakers relied on junior
multi-purpose threat Blake Smolen who
had two touchdowns through the air. one on
the ground and what looked to be another
receiving touchdown as he dropped a wideopen deep pass.
For the game Smolen had 141 yards of
total offense.
“Blake was the one skill player playing
well — he was having one hell of a ftxrtball
game,” Martin said. “We were basically
putting him wherever. We rode him the
second half and he was the one guy that
kxiked like he was interested in being out
there.”
Junior quarterback Brad Iciek did not
kx)k as sharp or as poised as has come
to be expected, under throwing several
receivers. “Running backs to receivers to
(myself) was collectively bad,” Iciek said.
“We made enough plays we can live with,
and at the end of the game, we had more
points and that's all that matters. We just
have to have a different approach come
next week.”
The Lakers were able to find success
early in finding and exploiting the seams
between the linebackers and the secondary
of the Bulldog cover-two defense.
James Bere/ik recorded his third straight
100+ yard rushing game to highlight the
running backs.
The Bulldogs have not beaten the
l+ikers since 1909, a string of eight straight
victories for GVSU, and it will not be until
2009 that they get another opportunity.
sports® lantliorn com
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GVSU quarterback Brad Iciek runs around FSU defenseman Jordan Moore. Grand Valley State University took the victory on Saturday night.

Lanthorn.com for an

audio of Chuck Martin's
post-game comments

Volleyball pushes past Mich. Tech, Northern
Lakers almost blow
game, rally to win on
brink of defeat
By Kenneth Cotto
6’V7.

Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University
volleyball team showed some true character
in two classic nail-biting victories during
the weekend.
The
Lakers defeated
Michigan
Technological University 3-2 on Friday
and followed up with another win over
Northern Michigan University 3-2 on
Saturday.
Although the scores were the same, the
games were far from it. Against Michigan
Tech, the Inkers were leading the matchup
two sets in the beginning. Just as it seemed
the leakers were going home early, the
Huskies came back, winning the next two
sets to force a decisive fifth set. which the
Lakers took.
The next game was the complete
opposite.
The Likers fell down 0-2 against
Northern Michigan the next day. and it
ironically seemed as if GVSU would be
going home early.
But the lakers turned the match around
and rallied all the way to another five-set
win.
GVSU head coach Deanne Scanlon
admitted it was hard to believe what her
team accomplished against Northern
Michigan.
“I have no idea what the heck just
happened here,” she said. “I’m very proud
of the way they responded to the challenges
within the match.”
She added, in between sets two and

GVl / Pete Jabberer

Unbeatable spike:

Junior Whitney Tremam finds the hole between Northern players senior Caryn VanBeckum (left) and sophomore Katie Twardzik (right).

three, she did not spend time giving a pep
talk or sugarcoating the team. She kept it
honest.
“In that break, they got more than an
earful.” she said. “They were bad. People’s
performances were terrible.”
She said she asked the team whether
they were going to “lie down and die," or
if they were going to step it up.
In set three, it was apparent Scanlon's
straight talk sparked something.The I akers
came <xit with more intensity and that set
became the turning point in the match.
But there was a sense in the crowd the
match was over in set four, after the Lakers
missed three straight serves.

“We could’ve just folded at that point,”
Scanlon said. “And they didn’t. That game
four was a huge growing point. It impressed
me.”
Northern Michigan is GVSU’s toughest
opponent in the GLIAC, and NMU proved
it by being the only team in the division
to defeat them in the 2007 season. That
confidence, senior Megan Walling said, is
what made them tough.
“They came out with a purpose,” she
said. “They had a game plan and they
executed it. They just had our number.”
The Likers’ two back-to-back thrillers
put them on a nine-game winning streak,
but extended an even more impressive

home winning streak which now stands at
25 games. The Lakers have not lost in their
home gym since 2006.
Danielle Alexander, who delivered 14
kills, said the team did not want that streak
to end, especially in straight sets.
“We didn't want to lose on our court,”
she said. “We knew what we had to do and
we stuck to it.”
The Lakers get some time to rest as
their next match is not until Friday against
Saginaw Valley State University on the
Cardinals' home floor.
kcotto® lanthorn com

Soccer edges out Northern Michigan defense
By Rebecca Beard
6’V7.

news @ Umthorn .com

Visit
Lanthorn.com for
live blog recap
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See more:
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GVSU senior and forward, Jamie
Radley, gets possession of the ball from Ashland University's Kelly
Leaving opponents behind

Usher The Lakers defeated Ashland 4-0 during Sunday’s game

Senior Heftorter

Sometimes all you really need is for the wind to
change.
Facing gusts around 20 mph. Grand Valley State
University’s women's soccer team could not spark their
offense during the first half of Friday’s game against
Northern Michigan University.
"We didn't have much energy or focus in the first
half.” said GVSU head coach Dave Dilanni. "We came
out and played with more urgency in the second half ”
After changing sides, with the wind at their backs, the
leakers (7-0-0) broke through for a 1-0 victory and their
sixth shutout of the season.
Senior forward Ashley Elsass scored the lone goal
with an assist from senior forward Katy Tafler. The two
highlighted the offensive attack with a combined seven
shots on goal, including three within a span of about two
minutes.

Overall. CJVSU took 11 shots to Northern Michigan's
tom

Elsass has four goals on the season and 19 of her last
22 shots have been on goal.
“Our coach really likes us getting as many shots as we
can,” Elsass said. ‘“We make a point to practice sh<x>ting,
but as a forward, it’s something we have to focus on."
While he is pleased the Inkers are creating a lot of
chances, they are not converting them into goals, Dilanni
said.
“We’re still not fully on the same page,” he said. “But
we’ve had flashes of the great potential we know we
have."
The low-scoring game was nothing new for the
Wildcats, who have scored only eight goals on the season
and given up just six.
"They're very good defensively — one of the best in
the conference." Dilanni said.
See Soccer, B2
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Top runners held at Calvin invite

Football
recap

By Kyle Paffhausen
GVL Staff Writer

Grand Valley State 31,
Ferris State 13

.

m ♦ » r h t f i v •/

Grand Valley 14 7 0 10 - 31
Ferris State
0 7 6 0 —13

6VL /Becky Reaver

bodies:
and

Die-hard fans sport Laker blue

support the GVSU football team on Saturday
the game against Ferris.

Ferris State University player during Saturday's game in
front of a record crowd

i ^ t t i K ^ i r n « r l i t «««(«•«« r

GVSU — Smolen 39 pass from
Iciek (Carter kick).

1st Quarter

if

GVSU — Greg Gay 3 pass from
Brad Iciek (Todd Carter kick).
GVSU — Blake Smolen 10 pass from
Iciek (Carter kick).

3rd Quarter

FSU — Tom Schneider 1 run
(Kick blocked).

2nd Quarter

4th Quarter

FSU — Paris Holloman 2 run
(Jim Yates kick).

Michigan Tech 47
Northern Michigan 21
Saginaw Valley State 46
North wood 45

**»w

Wayne State 28
Findlay 7

* » ••••*

Ashland 34
Tiffin 6

Hillsdale 29
Indianapolis 17

Soccer

Wide receiver Blake Smolen smokes a

Quick dodge:

night in

GLIAC Round-up

GVSU — Smolen 15 run (Carter kick).
GVSU - Carter 37 field goal.

Rushing
Ferris State 35-167 (Holloman 9-63).
Grand Valley State 26-174
(James Berezik 13-108).
Passing
Ferris State, Schneider 20-30-2-193.
Grand Valley State, Iciek 14-26-0-158.
Receiving
Ferris State, Tim Hogue 10-77.
Grand Valley State, Scott Blasko 4-25.
Defensive
Ferris State, Kevin Noe (11 tackles).
Grand Valley State, Brad Howard/P.J.
Beuke (13 tackles).

Senior goalkeeper Kristina
• Nasturzio said she knew about
I Northern Michigan’s stingy defense
and was prepared to not see much
from the Wildcats anemic offense.
“(Dilanni) talked to us before
the game, saying they were a really
* structured team.” she said. “They
were solid, but their offense just
couldn’t counter.”
Currently, about one-third of the
way through the regular season, the
Lakers have jumped in the rankings
from No. 3 to No. I, but still have
some work to do, Elsass said.
“It’s been a different team
(than last season),” she said. “But
a lot of people have stepped up to
contribute. We’re still trying to get
our chemistry back, but we’re well
on our way. We’re improving every
game.”
While the lakers had won
15-straight GLIAC and 26-straight
regular-season games through
Friday’s matchup with the Wildcats,
Nasturzio noted the offensive
output has changed this year.
“It’s been different with goal
differential,” she said. “But our
team’s been playing well and been
solid.”
In 2007, the lakers nabbed
27 goals through their first seven
games. This year, they have scored
18.
GVSU will travel to Findlay,
Ohio, on Friday to take on the
University of Findlay, who they
defeated 9-1 in 2007.

Lunch Buffet $4.99

Sat. & Sun
FREE SODA
with $5 order

Mon-Fri. 11-2pm

Also try

SUSHI
12 Pcs $3.99
LUNCH SPECIALS $4 25
DINNER SPECIALS $5 95'

Fried Dumplings
Sesame Chicken
Hunan Pork
Chicken w/ Cashews
Beef wI Garlic Sauce

Includes Fried Rice &Crab Cheese

(bolT an S* NVijy: H' * T/it'jl)

458-8383

Grand Valley
Shakespeare Festival 2008

Junior Ross Faasse competes

in a cross country meet at Aquinas

GVL Archive I Elise Miller

Senior runner Sarah
Kulczyckt heads toward the finish line
Endurance:

GVL Archive / Kaitlyn Irwin

Getting a hold of the

See more:

Junior Breanne
Kronberg hits the ball in a
ball:

Visit Lanthorn.com

game againt Mercyhurst
last season.

for a softball Web
exclusive

Located on the corner of 49th Ave. and Lake Michigan Dr.
in front of the Sleep Inn
(
416.89$. 1234

MONDAY

THURSDAY

MARGARITA MONDAY
ALL DAY $ 1.99 orig/$2.29 straw
Skins (Bacon and Cheese) $2.99
(9pm-2am)

$ 1.50 Corona and Corona Light
1 item homemade crust pizza $2.99
9pm-2am

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

Domestic Bottles $2.00
1/2 lh. Hamburger & Chips $2.99
(9pm-2am)

FREE FOOD BUFFET
I ry a Feature Drink
(4pm-7pm)

SATURDAY

WEDNESDAY
Featuring

4k

midsummer*
Right’s Dream
,

GVl Archive / Elise Miller

Stamina:

with free drink

Sushi. Appetizers. Fried Rice lo Mem Special Dishes

Try our

In an effort to keep his top
runners fresh. Grand Valley
State University cross country
head coach Jerry Baltes held
some of his older athletes
out of competition during the
weekend.
The top 10 to 15 finishers
from the team’s meet Sept. 12 at
Michigan State University were
held out in preparation for the
Notre Dame Invitational in two
weeks.
Baltes used the opportunity to
give newer runners a competitive
workout at the Calvin College
Invitational Saturday in Grand
Rapids.
The women began the event,
running against nine other teams,
and finished in fourth place.
“With the addition of a transfer
from the University of Michigan
and a very talented freshmen
class, we are in a great position
to have our highest finish at the
national championship we’ve
ever had,” said senior Kelly
Gibbons.
Their team score of 119 trailed
first-place Calvin College, who
finished with a score of 33.
Junior Leah Borns lead the
way for the Lakers finishing
in 12th place. Her time of
18:49 placed her just ahead of
sophomore teammate Katherine
McCarthy at 18:51.
The Lakers average time
was 19:19, and their total time
came in more than three minutes
behind third place.
Redshirt freshman
Kelly
Crowley also finished inside the
top25,with hertimeof 19:12,and
was the last GVSU competitor
finishing in that range.
Sophomore Lori Burgess
and redshirt freshman Kelly
Cavicchio rounded out the scored
finishes for GVSU in 32nd and
41 st place, respectively.
The men also ran at Calvin
College, finishing in eighth place
of 11 schools.
GVSU only finished with
three runners inside the top 50.
led by senior Tim Dalton in 46th
place.

Redshirt freshmen Dan Lucas
and Carlton Allen came in 49th
and 50th place, respectively.
The Lakers had a team score
of 252 with an average time of
27:55. Host school Calvin also
won the men’s event for the day,
finishing with 24 points.
Redshirt freshmen Zach Mills
and Steffen Carlisle finished out
the scorers for GVSU in 52nd
and 55th place, respectively.
The runners know it is an
uphill battle this season to
the
national
championship,
especially after the bar set by last
season’s seniors.
“We know that we lost a lot
of talent, leadership and team
spirit with last year’s seniors,”
said redshirt freshman Tyler
Emmorey.
Gibbons said while she thinks
it has been a decent start to the
fall season, she knows a lot of
the runners hope to get better as
the season goes along.
Between
the
non-scored
events and the events where top
runners are held out, the goal
remains the same for the Lakers,
the national championship.
“It will be a very difficult
decision for the coaches to pick
the top seven for nationals,” said
junior Lynsey Ardingo. who did
not run. “It is going to be very
exciting.”
kpaffhausen @ lanthorn .com

Student Special
10% off
Mon.-Fri.

^dun*

continued from page B1

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Performances

September 26 - October 5

For tickets, call the Box Office
at (616) 331-2300

rbeard@ lanthorn com

PICK YOUR OWN MUNCH IE
Weekly late night food spacials for $2.99
$3.00 Mini Long Island
9pm-2am

Bloody Mary ALL DAY $2.99
$2.00 Domestic Drafts 12-6 pm
Small Nacho Su preme $2.99

SUNDAY
9Pm-12am 20% OFF COLLEGE DISCOUNT
Well Drinks ALL DA*) $2.00 Chicken Finger Basket w/ Fries ALL DAY $2.99

60S rwtiT
Wednesday 9pm-1am

Drink Specials

LIVE DJ

or visit www.starticketsplus.com
® y a

For information about Michigan’s oldest and largest

Grand Valley St. 1
Northern Michigan 0

Shakespeare Festival, theatre performances, Bard to Go,
Festival Scholar Stephen Greenblatt,

Watch the games
on NFL Ticekt

Northern Michigan 00 — 0
Grand Valley St 01 — 1

presentations, the Renaissance Faire, and more,
visit wuniKgvsu.edidshakes.

(616)

895-1234

First half — None
Second half — Ashley Elsass (Katy
Tafler), 60th minute

Shots at goal — Grand Valley St.
11, Northern Michigan 4

Goalkeepers — Grand Valley St.,

Grand\Alley
Stat e Uni v ersit y
S( HOOI Ol ( OMMt Nl< u loss

Kristina Nasturzio (2 saves) Northern
Michigan, Kara Musk (7 saves)
♦ ♦ ♦ •
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Tennis sees early swagger at ITA Great Lakes Championship
Women's tennis sends No. 3-, No. 4-seeded teams into semifinal rounds; team prepares for outdoor playing surface
By Grant Wieman
(iVL Stuff Writer

After a season opening
sweep
of Saginaw Valley
State University on Thursday,
the
Grand
Valley
State
University women’s tennis
team entered the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association
Great
Lakes Women’s Division II
Championship with an early
season swagger.
“There was a lot of great
tennis — all of us played really
well,’’
said senior Audrey
Koopsen.
The team played well enough

for two different doubles teams
to make an appearance in the
semifinals.
“The way the tournament
is set up everyone in the
conference is thrown into one
draw and it plays out until
there is a singles champion
and a doubles champion,” said
GVSU head coach John Black.
“We were lucky to get all
six singles in and all three
doubles,” Koopsen said. “A lot
of teams only had two or three
(singles players).”
Koopsen,
along
with
her partner, senior Jaime
Oppenlander,
entered
the

in the first set and I played
amazingly,” Koopsen said.
“Every game in the second set
went to deuce and I couldn’t
convert anything.”
Seeded No. 10, Johnston
advanced to the round of 16
before succumbing to No. 8
Khrystsina Tryboi, 4-6,0-6.
“It was a good match —
it was very competitive,”
Johnston said. She just turned
it
up,
she
wasn’tmissing
“There was a lot of
anything in the
great tennis — all
second set.”
Trout was
of us played really
the
third
Laker to reach
well.... We were
at least the
round of 16,
lucky to get all six
losing to No.
singles in and all
7 seed Silvia
Oliveros
of

tournament as the No. 4 seed
and were defeated by the Drury
University team of Chandra
Capozzi and KhrystsinaTryboi,
the tournament’s No. 2 seed.
The Lakers lost 8-6, but
Koopsen expects better results
when the teams play again in
the spring.
“I think next time we play
them we’ll probably win,”
Koopsen said.
The

Lakers No. 2
doubles team,
sophomores
Chelsea

Johnston and
D a ry I a n n
Trout,
were
defeated by the
tournament top
seed from host
Northwood 8-2
in the second
round.
The

GVl Archive / Craig Harmer

Pushing forward:

GVSU women's tennis player Audrey Koopsen, senior, makes a

play during a match last semester.

three doubles.”
AUDREY KOOPSEN

other GVSU
GVSU
semifinal team
of
freshman
K a t e I y n
Schaffer and
sophomore Jackie Shipman,
the No. 3 doubles team for
the Lakers, also lost to the
Northwood team, made up of
Ashley Neumann and Roberta
Huetter, 8-1.
In singles,Koopsen,seed No.
6, advanced to the quarterfinal
round before losing in split sets
to Wayne State University’s
Sharon Gill, 3-6, 6-1, 10-5.
In the tournament, a 10-point
tiebreaker was played instead
of a full third set.
“She made a lot of errors

SENIOR

Can you name which
GVSU team is unbeaten this
year and has had two GLIAC
players of the week?
No, not football — soccer.
The women's soccer team
has widely outscored its
opponents and junior Irie
Dennis and senior Kristina
Nasturzio were named the
first two GLIAC players of
the week to start the season.
In the season opener
at home against the 2007
NCAA Division II champion
University of Tampa, about
850 fans showed up, cheering
and chanting.
Two days later, 380 showed
up.
From 850 to 380 in two
days?
What?
What does soccer need to
do to retain fans?
Perhaps they should allow
the players to tackle each
other — or raise the nets and
break games up into four

It’s not as though the
soccer team’s fan base is
dwindling because they lose
a lot.
It’s like the Tampa Bay
Rays who have one of the
best records in baseball, but
terrible fans.
The Rays pull in an
average of about 21,000 fans
at home games, which is 26th
of 30 MLB teams, according
to a story in the New York
Times earlier this month.
Furthermore, do you know
who’s a Rays fan?
Dick Vitale.
Don’t be like Rays fans.
But seriously. Laker
Nation, spread yourselves
around.
Why doesn’t this campus,
or the U.S. for that matter,
embrace soccer?
The Lakers will play
at home Oct. 3 against
Northwood University, a
GLIAC opponent, and it
wouldn’t hurt to show the
team support.
According to the Facebook
group. Laker Nation has
more than 2,500 faithful
constituents. Don’t be that guy
who simply joins the group to
say you’re a part of it.
Soccer is a beautiful game

Qpper^ch.^

used to how quick the surface
is,” Koopsen said. “Last time
we were there we lost all three
doubles before we got used to
it. We ended up winning five
singles matches, so we got out
of there with a win, but it was
tough.
“It is going to be a long
weekend.”
K wieman @ lanthorn .com

A LITTLE BIT

BETTER
A LITTLE BIT

Michigan
2-6,
Tech,
4-6.
could
“It
been
have
better,” Trout
said.
“But
I
couldn’t
she was playing

complain,
amazing.”
This weekend, the Lakers
will compete in dual matches
at Lake Superior State and at
Michigan Tech universities.
Both will be played indoors,
but under vastly different
conditions.
Michigan Tech, Black said,
has one of the best indoor
facilities in the conference.
LSSU, however, does not
have an indoor tennis facility.
Instead, the matches will be

Soccer keeps winning, students keep ignoring
quarters.
How about more violence?
A marching band at halftime?
Eccentric personalities?
Quick, someone convince
Ashley Elsass to change her
last name to “Uno Uno.”
Get Kristina Nasturzio to
maniacally over-celebrate
each save. Head coach David
Dilanni should run out and
throw an epic temper tantrum,
including yelling, spitting and
hat-throwing, whenever he
doesn't like a referee’s call.
Maybe have Katy Tafler
store a Sharpie in her shoe
to sign soccer balls when she
scores and then throw them to
the handful of people who feel
the No. I team in Division II
soccer is worth supporting.
You know what? Maybe
they should just forgo the nets
altogether and put up goal
posts and implement forward
passes.
One problem may be the
media.
I mean, what dominates the
soccer coverage in the U.S.?
Hope Solo talking about how
she could’ve made the saves
in the 2007 FIFA Women's
World Cup? Brandi Chastain
ripping off her jersey? David
Beckham frosting his tips?

played on the same multi
surface Iloor the school uses for
basketball and volleyball.
“We have to practice in the
field house all week to get used
to the surface,” Trout said.
Though practice, no matter
how much, may not prepare the
team enough for the playing
surface.
“It takes a long time to get

A WHOLE LOT

FASTER
AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!
OVER 20 LOCATIONS IN THE
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZ00 AREA
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISIT JIMMYJ0HNS.COM

and without it, we wouldn’t
have Posh and Becks and their
reality TV show in the U.S.
— on second thought, maybe
soccer’s not that great.

w

rbeard@ lanthorn .com

DELIVER
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college' program
IS COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!
Grand Valley State UniversityAllendale .. 1 .(,.1 , -OnO OffKV
Thursday, September 25
5:00pm
inrjju 'uo
Kirkhof Center-Room 2263
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Come discover why the Disney College Program
is an opportunity you just can’t miss!

Are you a college student who is looking for:
- A paid internship opportunity that will stand out on
a r6sum6?
- A chance to build your resume and gain real-world
experience with a world-renowned company?
- A custom-designed learning curriculum that could
earn you college credit?

ST0P BY THE

S0PPBR8BBCH
booth at the
oaivies!

- An opportunity to meet people from around the world,
make lifelong friends, and have fun?

Magic. Experience.
PAID INTERNSHIP
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Darn Willcutt, A&E Editor
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Local artists share
Hispanic art experience
By Dani Willcutt

Tuesday's CD releases

GVl. A&F Fditor

Thursday, a group of local
Hispanic
artists
introduced
diversity in art through a panel
discussion with the intention of
educating students on the existence
of alternate realities in the U.S.
The panel was held in the Fere
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center. Comprising the group of
artists were Oswaldo Carets, Roli
Mancera, Hugo Claudin, Carmelo
DSpez and Pedro Gutierrez. Each
artist has been active in the Grand
Rapids art scene and Hispanic
community.
The panel discussion was
second in this year’s series of
events aimmemorating Hispanic
Heritage Month.
“It is important to celebrate
(Hispanic
Heritage
Month)
because it’s our way of making
sure our students are aware of the
importance of Hispanics in this
country.” said HUM Coordinator
Sandra Femandez-Tardani. “It’s
good for people to understand
the issues that are important to
Hispanics ... and to celebrate.”
Bom in the mountainous
country of Ecuador, Garces
featured paintings displaying the
struggle of immigrants in the U.S.
The message in the paintings is
wrought in politics and an eye for
social injustice.
“Through the image of a
family in crisis, people can see the
inspiration in the hearts of these
(immigrant) families,” Garces said.
“There are 12 million immigrants
in the U.S. going through the reality
of the laws and the lack of laws.”
Claudin has been living and
creating in Grand Rapids for 30
years, but hails from Guadalajara.
Mexico. On display, in the back
of Pere Marquette Room, were

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GVL / Brian Sevald

Hispanic artists honored:

•

Thursday, (from left to right) Hugo Claudin, Oswaldo Garces, Pedro Gutierrez, Carmelo Lopez and Roll Mancera shared with a crowd of

•

students about their art, their lives, their family and their experiences of leaving their native countries and coming to the U.S.

a handful of paintings from
Claudin’s
series
“Mexicans
Without Borders.”
The series pops with the use
of bright colors, such as those
Claudin was able to experience
on an excursion to Mexico.
Every morning of the excursion,
Claudin would wake up to colors
reminiscent of an acid trip, he said.
Depicted with these bright colors
are Mexican people, hiding behind
Mexican wrestling masks. Claudin
chose the incognito figures as his
series' subjects in order to play with
cultural misunderstandings and “all
of those things lost in translation,”
he said.
An artist’s culture is manifested
in his or her art, Femandez-Tardani
said. Each painting at the event had
a story behind it, a clear indication

the paintings exteriorized through
the artist’s culture and experiences,
she added.
For Mancera, the focus of his
art was on realism and his home
in Guanajuato, Mexico. Mancera
had on display a dimly-lit view of
a street at nighttime in Guanajuato.
This and other cityscapes in his
series are meant to share his culture
and history with the world, he
said.
“Di versity is al ways good so that
you can meet different cultures and
ideas,” Mancera said. “Different
people of different px>inLs of view
always have good ideas to share.”
Garces also cited broadening
diversity as a major benefit of the
Hispanic Art Experience at Grand
Valley State University.
There isundeniablyconservative

base at GVSU, he said. For this
reason, it is especially important to
hold events, such as the Hispanic
Art Experience, to expose GVSU
to the alternate realties surrounding
them, he added.
“As students are maturing in
their personal and professional
lives, it’s important to be expx)sed
to these other ideas and cultures,”
Garces said.
Femandez-Tardani added her
hope for students in attendance is
learning how being biculturai and
having lived in another country can
affect how an artist paints.
“It’s a way to walk in another
person’s shoes and see how a
minority in the U.S. struggles and
lives,” Femandez-Tardani said.

•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday's DVD releases

•
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•

Art was displayed around the
room during the discussion
Panel:

arts@ lanthorn x oni
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GV prof to take students,
faculty on musical journey

GR photographer
captures Latin
America
Gornowich halts
U.S. life, heads
south of the border

GVL Staff Writer

By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer

It is not every day someone
quits their job, sells their house and
buys a one-way ticket to Mexico,
not knowing the road ahead.
But Grand Rapids photographer
Randall Gornowich did just that.
“I got bored and decided to
stop it all and buy a one-way ticket
to Mexico,” he said. “(I figured I
would) wing it from there.”
Gornowich, 43, spent the
next seven months exploring and
visiting I^tin America, taking
pictures of everything in sight.
“Getting up every morning
was most exciting because I never
knew where I would go next," he
said.
As a part of Grand Valley State
University’s Hispanic Heritage
Month, Gornowich will be on
the Allendale Campus Sept. 29
to show photographs and share
stories from his journey.
Gomow ich’s visit was arranged
through a friend from Colombia,
who put him in contact with HHM
coordinator Sandra FemandezTardani. Gornowich showed
Eemandez-Tardani his images
and she invited him to be a part of
HHM.
“Randall was chosen for the
HHM due to his experience in
traveling to I^atin America,”
Eemandez-Tardani said. “As
an American, he can bring the
positive perspective of interacting
in l^tin America and being able to
share his culture with Hispanics.”
Gornowich said his original
plan was to go all the way around
the world.
”... But after seven months I got
exhausted,” he said. “I would get
up at five in the morning and just
walk in whatever direction I felt.”
Gornowich took more than
10 JOOO photographs on his journey.
He will share the photographs
taken in Mexico City; at a protest
in Oaxaca, Mexico; at the Blancos
y Negros festival in Pasto,
Colombia; of abandoned buildings
in Chile aivered in graffiti and
i

“(Students) can appreciate the
richness of Hispanics through
his music and learn about the
Students and faculty alike are different ethnic components
invited to take “A Musical Journey — Spanish. African and native
Through Latin America” with heritages — that are combined in
Grand Valley State University the music of Latin America,” said
professor Carlos de
HHM Coordinator
la Barrera.
Sandra Femandez“In
my
In celebration
Tardani.
performances,
of
Hispanic
To Barrera, it
Heritage
Month,
I have the
is not as important
adjunct professor
students learn from
intention to
of music, Barrera
his
performance,
transport each
will perform a
as it is for them
person in the
repjertoireconsisting
to
experience
mostly of pieces
audience...”
the
connection
originating
from
between
music
his native country
CARLOS DE LA
and
culture
of Argentina. The
BARRERA
through their own
event is also a part
GVSU PROFESSOR
emotions.
of the GVSU Arts
“In
my
at Noon Series.
performances, I have the intention
"The pieces are representative to transport each person in the
of the folklore and of the tango audience to a place that we very
from Buenos Aires,” Barrera often neglect because of our busy
said.
schedules, stress, (our) own and
Barrera arranged the tangos social expectations, etc.,” he said.
in order to stay true to the way “That spiritual world we all have
they are actually performed in his inside of us — regardless of the
native country.
“Playing folk guitar is the
way to play folk-rooted music.”
Barrera said. “The compx>sers
who arrange or create composition
based on folk music start with
the style and sound of the ethnic
culture and create new variations
within that folk structure.”
Barrera, who came to the
U.S. in 1991, began playing folk
music on his guitar at 8 years old,
he said. He still practices almost
three hours every day.
By Erika Stack

Courtesy Photo / www.gvsu.edu/oma

Sharing his experience:

Professional

photographer Randall Gornowich
traveled to Mexico with a one-way
ticket, dedicated to documenting his
diverse adventures His photos can be
seen on Sept. 29 from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in
the Pere Marquette Room

of child labor in Honduras, along
with others.
Femandez-Tardani
said
Gornowich’s photographs are
unique because they reflect his
desire to travel and get to know
people from other cultures, while
appreciating them as well.
“People will enjoy his work
as a photographer, as well as his
anecdotes of his trips,” she added.
Gornowich’s
stories
will
include his loss of 25 pounds
during the seven months he was
traveling.
“I was handicapped in the
way that I didn’t eat," he said. “I
learned what it was like to go to
bed hungry — sometimes just
nothing looked good.”
Gornowich said he hopes his
talk with the GVSU community
will inspire others to travel.
“The whole experience was
just super, super rich,” he said.
“Everything was fresh; I was
just an explorer in a new land.
Everything’s a choice and it’s a
chance — what do you got to
loseT’
Gornowich added he wants to
continue traveling, keep taking
chances and keep challenging
himself.
“I don’t want to die sitting in
front of the TV,” he said. “One
goal that I jokingly say is to make
it to 50 countries before I turn 50.”
Gomowich’s presentation will
be Sep*. 29 from 3 to 4:30 pm. in
the Kirkhof Center Pere Marquette
Room.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn xom

church or non-church affiliation
we might have — connects us all
to the same source.”
And for a full 50 minutes, the
West Michigan audience can sit
back and be transported to l^atin
America without even leaving
their seats.
In addition to performing at
GVSU, Barrera has also appeared
as a soloist with both the Grand
Rapids and Holland Symphony
orchestras and was educated in
classical guitar performance at the
Conservatory of Music in Buenos
Aires.
Apart from teaching at GVSU,
he is an adjunct faculty member at
Calvin College.
The concert will take place
Wednesday at n<x>n in the C(X>kDeWitt Center on the Allendale
CampHis.
Admission is free, and a
workshopwillbeheld immediately
following the concert.
For more information on
Barrera, visit his Web site at http://
www.concertguitarist.com.
estack® lanthorn xom
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Professor Carlos

"Leatherheads"
Starring George Clooney,
Renee Zellweger and John
Krasinski
"Run Fatboy Run"
Starring Simon Pegg and
Hank Azaria
"Sex and the City"
Starring Sarah Jessica
Parker, Kim Cattrall, Kristin
Davis and Cynthia Nixon

This week's diversions
Monday

•

•

Joe Hickerson Concert
"Where have all the
folksongs gone?" —
7 p.m. in the Niemeyer
Center Multipurpose
Room
"Freedom Writers"
showing at 10 a.m., 2
p.m., 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
at the Kirkhof Center Big
Screen Theater

Tuesday

•

•

•

"Avenue Q" opens at the
DeVos Performance Hall
— 7:30 p.m.
Sabrosisimo — Latin
Dance Troupe Open
House
— 9 p.m. in the Turf
Building, Room 002B
"Freedom Writers"
showing at 10 a.m., 2
p.m, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
at the Kirkhof Center Big
Screen Theater

Wednesday

•

•

•

•

GVL / Bri Goodyear

de la Barrera will be performing

GVSU graduate student Tommy Valdez attends
Professor Carlos de la Barrera's show in Holland Friday Professor Barrera will

Wednesday on campus

be playing his guitar at GVSU during the Arts at Noon series in Cook-DeWitt

Art at noon:

Jackson Browne
"Time the Conqueror"
CAW! CAW!
"Wait Outside" EP
Cold War Kids
"Loyalty To Loyalty"
Elvin Bishop
"The Blues Rolls On"
Everlast "Love, War, and
The Ghost of Whitey Ford"
French Kicks "Covers EP"
Kings of Leon
"Only by the Night"
Labelle (Title TBA)
Mamiffer "Hirror Enniffer"
Mogwai
"The Hawk is Howling"
The Mojomatics
"Don't Pretend That You
Know Me"
Old Crow Medicine
"Tennessee Pusher"
Plain White T's
"Big Bad World"
The Pretenders
"Break Up The Concrete"
The Pussycat Dolls
"Doll Domination"
Tracy Shedd "Cigarettes &
Smoke Machines"
Thievery Corporation
"Radio Retaliation"
TV on the Radio
"Dear Science"

Professor performs:

Arts at Noon Series:
Carlos de la Barrera,
guitar
— Noon in Cook-DeWitt
Center
The Psychology Film
Series: The Diving Bell
and the Butterfly
— 6 p.m. in LMH 114
Fall Arts Celebration
2008: Distinguished
Academic Lecturer
Stephen Greenblatt,
Ph.D. presents "Cultural
Mobility: The Strange
Case of Shakespeare's
Cardenio"
— 7 p.m. in the L.V.
Eberhard Center 2nd floor
"Freedom Writers"
showing at 10a.m, 2
p.m, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
at the Kirkhof Center Big
Screen Theater
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COMMERCIAL

Lost & Found

For Sale

Birthdays

NEW! GvSu Racquemali CluD
starting tnis semester. inter
ested parties please e-mali

Mtsslng car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331 -2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find wnat
you're missing

Diamonds: selection, certifica
tion.
Good
price
Jim,
616-630-9682

What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their Dlrthaay than
wishing them a happy brtnday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends' birth
days and we w II advertise a
message to make this brtnday
one they won't forget.

at

pelon&Ostudent.gvsu.edu wltJ>
name, racquetbail exper«ence.
ana contact information.

Services
Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn cot
nelp you spread the word!
331-2460.

Opportunities
WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student
Checking Account and youl be
automatically enterea In our
Scholarsnp Sweepstakes One
student will win $10,000 toward
coeege tuition costs and 10 stu
dents wiill $1,000. It's yust one
way Fifth Third can help, so you
can feghten the stress-or simply
shift it toward a m<Jterm Cali
1-003-679-6363 or v«lt 63.com
to see how we can support your
education.

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you nave to
offer? Place an ad ana reacr
thousands.' Call the Lanthorn at
331 -2460 for more Information.

Mr. Gyros Best Cuisine. Now
open in your ne*ghDorhoodl
Free wvfil American. Mediterra
nean. and Indian Cuisine. 16%
off with valid GvSu ID for stu
dents and staff. 616-791-6660

America's m sanowch delivery
America’s sandwich delivery ex
perts! Over 20 locations in the
Grand Flapids-Kalamazoo area.
Visit jpmmyjohns com for the lo
cations nearest you!

Cunningham Daknan PC Attor
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horjus.
Help for those charged with fel
ony or misdemeanor crimes.
Can
616-392-1821, visit
www.holiand-law.com,
or
e-mail kennOholland-iaw.com
for more details.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your adl 331-2460.

Whether you're seilng, easing
or sub-letting your home, nr the
Lanthorn help! Give us a cal at
331-2460 and let people know
what dears you have to offer!

Housing
Meadows Crossing...the new
student townhome community
located at 48th Ave Entrance to
GVSU A few Dedrooms nft for
20081 Call 616-892-2700 for
more detatsl

The Village at 48 West. The
doors are open! Start leasing
now for the 00 school year! Ca>
616-895-2400
or
vls.t
www 40west com for more de
tails

Roommates
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Cali
331 -2460 to set up your adl

Employment

331-2460.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOSH!! We
hope that you enjoy your day to
the fullest after 21 years of a great
life From your bestest friends !!!

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-oate news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthom.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say. post It with usl We
keep you informed For contact
information feel free to e-msii
iantnomOgvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Hinng? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.ianthom.com.

£

IjgAj

9!

Chabad House of Western Michigan
2615 Michigan St Grand Rapids MI (616) 957-0770
No Membership Required
Date
Sep. 30
Oct. 1
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

Holidav
Rosh Hashnah
Rosh Hashnah

8
Yom Kippur Eve
9
Yom Kippur
14
Sukkoth begins
15
21
Simchat Torah
22

Services
10 am
. .

Special
Shofer
Blowing 1 pm

Kol Nidrai at 7:00 pm
Shabbat /Welcome
Dinner
10
Sep. 26
am
8:15pm
R.s.v.p.
616-828-2340

Web ChbadWM com E-mail ChabadGVSU ugmatl com

Lakeshore
Pregnancy
Center

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway)

Entertainment
Montes Never Cover for Ladles
or With College I D I Look on
our website for upcoming
events and specials. 438 Bridge
St 21+Permrtted 616-774-6969
myspace.com/montesiounge

VISA

Welcome Jewish Students
Please come join us for the High Holidays at

Deadline to register to vote for
Presidential Election is October 6,
2008 Also contact your city coun
cil to receive absentee ballots

Wanted

Bartenders wanted Up to
$26Q/I>ay. No Experience nec
essary. Tracing provided Age
18+ Okay Call 1-800-965-6620.
ext 226.

331-2460

CjIK taken Monday-fnday, 9-5

........ _j

Announcements

Shawn

Allendale Campus

GVSU Student work. Customer
sales/service.
Base
pay
per/appt.
$14.25.
616-241-6303

A

&
jff':
jtpj-

616-895-1893

Offering Free:

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.ianthom.com.

Pregnancy Testing, Peer Counseling, Pre-Natal <N Parenting
Classes, Abortion Information and Community Referrals

Need help? Find It by running
an aa In the Lanthorn) Cali
331-2460 to get started today

SEPTEMBER 23-28
DEVOS PERFORMANCE HALL
For Mature Audiences Only

The Broadway Musical

Lijkjreni*-the LoaJL.

3

,

i

WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student Checking Account and you'll be
automatically entered in our Scholarship Sweepstakes. One student
will win $10,000 toward college tuition costs and 10 students will
win $1,000. It’s just one way Fifth Third can help, so you can lighten
the stress—or simply shift it toward a midterm. Call 1-877-579-5353
or visit 53.com to see how we can support your education.

TWO tickets to the opening night of Avenue Q
The Original Broadway Cast Recording
and the official Avenue Q Book?_________

B ROADWAY
(^RAND RAP'D

To Enter Visit

www.lanthorn.com
■nd click on the Avenue Q link!
Must be 18 or older to wtn.

Tickets:
616-2)S-618{ or
www.BroadwayGrandRapids.o
Fifth third bank
53.com

The things we do for dreamsr

No pwclwtt* iwmufY See a Fifth Third representative tor complete details Fifth Third and Fifth Third Bank are registered service marks ot
Fifth Third Bancorp Member FDK

$17 balcony tickets
valid with student ID!

Avenue Q has not been authorized or approved by The Jim Henson Company
or Sesame Workshop, which have no responsibility for its content.
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‘The Who’s Tommy’ captivates GR crowd
Tommy’s cousin, Kevin (played
by Samuel X. Ramirez), is a
particularly standout actor.
Set from the ‘70s to the present
day, the music follows Tommy’s
life as he withdraws from the
world through a series of tragic
events. His suffering ends once
Kevin’s gang notices that Tommy
is a master at pinball. The game is
his only interaction with the world,
and he soon becomes a celebrity.
The key change is that Tommy
as a character is interesting for
most of the work — the three
actors playing him take turns
being in the real world and inside
Tommy’s mind, so we understand
what he is thinking even when
he’s unable to express it. Another
altercation is the near-total
removal of religious themes from
the play. In the original,Tommy
was a modem day messiah. Here,
he’s just a flash in the celebrity
pan. This makes the ending less
majestic but more heartwarming.
The album was a seminal
achievement in rock history —

As the title indicates, the
musical is an adaptation of the
1969 concept album of the same
name by I’he Who. The songs
arc mostly by Pete Townsend,
the group’s guitarist and principle
writer, but there are two efforts
from bassist John Entwistle.one
from drummer Keith Moon, as
well as “Eyesight to the Blind,”
a blues standard by Sonny Boy
Williamson II.
The music is filled with
recognizable Who classics
(“Amazing Journey,” “Christmas”
and "Pinball Wizard”) and the
dancing is impressive, like
essentially everything else in this
production.
The cast is great. Matt Tepper,
who plays the adult Tommy, has
the charisma to sell the part (you
believe people would follow this
guy off the street).
Supporting roles such as
Tommy’s parents. Captain Walker
(played by Addison Reid Coe)
and Mrs. Walker (played by
Ellie Cramer), are perfectly cast.

The Circle Theatre welcomed
bright, shining, crowd-pleasing
rock opera "rhe Who’s Tommy”
to Grand Rapids Thursday.
“The Who’s Tommy” is one of
the greatest experiences to be had
at a stage show. At the end of the
play, the audience spontaneously
began clapping along w ith the
music and gave the cast a genuine
and sincere standing ovation.
Upon leaving, they applauded as
the bund finished the exit music.
Afterward, in the lobby, the
audience could be heard saying.
That was really wonderful!” and,
‘Can you imagine singing that
part for three weeks?” That’s how
much people were into the show.
Needless to say, productions like
this don’t come along too often.

GVl/ MdttLaVere
See me, feel me, touch me, heal me:

Tommy (Matt Tepper, front right) tells the news about his journey from pain to triumph in

a performance of "The Who's Tommy" on Thursday The rock opera is being shown at the Circle Theatre until Oct 4

paving the way for other operas,
such as Andrew Lloyd Webber's
“Jesus Christ Superstar” and The
Kinks’“Preservation” — but has
always had unique problems that
made stage adaptations difficult.
For one thing, the original
record had a hazy and unfocused
story line that made it occasionally

difficult to understand the
sequence of events, or even which
character was singing. Another is
the fact its protagonist (childhtxxl
Tommy, played by Christopher
Hubbard and Patrick Nowak) has
essentially nothing to do except
stare into space for long stretches
of the story.

Regardless. Grand Rapids
audiences rarely get to see theater
this good, so don’t miss your
chance to see it.
napping @ lantliorn xv>m

See more: Go to
the photo page on A8

Controversial film exposing Arizona cults to open Tuesday
moving from a big city in New
York to a rural Arizona town;
enduring that rough transition and
being overwhelmed by intense
feelings of anxiety.
“I wanted to use that fear and
anxiety 1 felt then in order to bring
the movie to life,” Landau said.
But to Daniel Schweiger who
plays Charlie, a psychotherapist
trying to persuade Landau’s
character into joining the Bryans,
the film is less a horror film and
more a “weird head trip down
unknowable avenues,” he said.
Landau
said
his
main
inspiration for travelling the
road less travelled came, oddly
enough, from a children's
movie. Through Lewis Carroll’s
version of “Through the Looking
Glass and What Alice Found
There,” Landau found a world
characterized by anxiety and was

Based on a true story, the movie
chronicles the life of a 32-year-old
psychotherapist (Seth l^andau)
who is stunned to realize his small
Arizona town has succumbed to
the power of a homicidal religious
cult, known as “The Bryans.”
Inspired by a cast of horror
movie veterans, the film carries
such big names as George Wendt
("Cheers,” "King of the Ants”),
Tony Todd (“Candyman"), Chuck
Williams (“Bubba Ho-Tep”),
Daniel Schweiger (“True Blood”)
and many more.
Seth I^andau. director/writer/
producer/actor of the film, said
the movie derives half from
childhood experiences and half
from the vast popularity of cults
in Arizona.
He said much of the film
stems from the emotional events
he experienced growing up —

By Liz Reyna
GVL Staff Writer

What
happens
when
a
movement
envelops
an
entire town? What happens
when paranoia seeps into the
consciousness of an entire
audience?
What happens, in essence,
is the widely controversial film,
“Bryan Loves You.”
“Bryan Loves You” — a story
of a popular Arizona cult — will
open in theaters to audiences
nationwide Tuesday.

Web Exclusive
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for a
review of The Waxies.

able to capture “Bryan’s” essence
completely.
“That movie basically typifies
exactly an example where
everyone wants to hurt you,”
he said. "Although Alice was
ostensibly sweet ... all of her
friends completely turn on her.
That’s what I wanted to do with
‘Bryan’ — show how scary it can
be where everything is against
you and the world is completely
malicious."
Landau, however, endured
some attacks of his own during the
controversial movie production,
due to its true-story label and for
its subject matter. He said he fell
victim to a hoax in September,
when an unidentified person
announced a fake casting call
printed in the Arizona Republic
Newspaper. The ad gave away
Landau’s e-mail, film shooting

location and date to the public.
Not only was his inbox filled
with e-mails, Landau said, but
shortly after, in another attack,
his personal MySpace photos and
film footage were stolen by an
unidentified person and were used
to create a hateful mock movie
trailer.
Although it saw many threats,
the film’s recent signed agreement
with Anchor Bay Entertainment,
a major entertainment production,
proves its utter success.
And to Chuck Williams, who
plays Sheridan in the film, is
featured in the upcoming season
of "Girls Next Door,” Landau’s
success is well deserved.
"Seth is a pleasure to work
with,” Williams said. “He really
cares about everything regarding
the film, all the way to how it’s
promoted. I know people will see

Courtesy Photo / www.shorelineentertainment.com

Cult classic:

"Bryan loves you" opens

across the U S. Tuesday.

some more exciting work come
from this young man.”
Ireyna® lanthorn .com
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